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As in-building traffic in cellular networks
measurements. While traditional drive test
phones and scanners, there are also walk
test solutions that use tablets and smartTSMA autonomous mobile network scanner
with accurate insight into the RF environment.
The TSMA combines the technology of the
R&S TSME ultracompact drive test scanner
with a high-performance built-in Intel Core
hensive drive test software such as R&S
and smartphones can be connected via USB,
WLAN or Bluetooth. With its light weight of
only 1180 g and optional hot-swappable
batteries, the TSMA is a suitable companion
for a walk test campaign or for remote or
unattended operation.
The scanner measures more than 10
technologies simultaneously in the 350 MHz
to 4.4 GHz wireless communications bands,
and can be combined with additional TSME
to perform LTE MIMO measurements.
R&S ROMES4 is the universal software
platform for network engineering and network
optimisation systems from Rohde & Schwarz.
When combined with the R&S TSMx bandunlimited scanners, the measurements help
typical users (such as network operators,
regulatory and government authorities, service providers and chipset manufacturers)
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complete their work quickly and easily.
ROMES4 and TSMA/E support NB-IoT
tests and measurements, with true NB-IoT
demodulation capabilities, enabling in-depth
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analysis of NB-IoT networks.
Rohde & Schwarz (Australia) Pty Ltd
www.rohde-schwarz.com.au

Transmit
The rise of next-generation devices and
services for public safety agencies and
other critical communications users is a
constant theme at conferences around the
world. The need for frontline officers in

Calendar
May 2018
Comms Connect Auckland
2–3 May
SKYCITY Auckland
comms-connect.co.nz

the emergency services to access more
and more data and information quickly
and reliably, from virtually anywhere on
the planet, is a given in the modern

Critical Communications World 2018
15–17 May
Messe Berlin ExpoCenter City
critical-communications-world.com

age. To achieve this, several important
milestones must be achieved.
First, those promoting such services must demonstrate that ‘mission critical’ reliability can be assured. Second, sufficient bandwidth
must be set aside, either through discrete and permanent spectrum

Australian and New Zealand Disaster and Emergency
Management Conference 2018
21–22 May
The Star, Gold Coast
anzdmc.com.au

allocations, some kind of spectrum sharing arrangement, or the use
of commercial carrier bands with rock solid pre-emption options. And
third, governments must make a firm commitment to implementing
such a system, in whichever form is chosen. So with Australia likely
heading down the commercial carrier route, we all await with baited
breath the result of the public safety mobile broadband deliberations,
following on from the RFI issued late last year.
One thing is certain, though — LMR and next-gen comms will
work hand in glove for many years to come. That coexistence will
be a major topic of discussion at the Comms Connect Auckland

June 2018
Mission Critical Technologies 2018
13–14 June
Excel, London
tmt.knect365.com/mission-critical-technologies
Comms Connect Sydney
14–15 June
Rosehill Gardens
sydney.comms-connect.com.au

conference in May (note the change of city venue from Wellington). Senior representatives from New Zealand Police and major

August 2018

telco industry players such as Spark and Samsung will be giving

APCO18
5–8 August
Las Vegas
apco2018.org

presentations and taking part in panel discussions. Don’t miss it.
And Comms Connect Sydney (in June) is just around the corner,
too, where this topic and many others will take centre stage. Make
sure you take advantage of the early-bird registration rates (visit
comms-connect.com.au). See you there!
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Jonathan Nally, Editor
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Press2Talk Pty Ltd
An Australian company providing Press to Talk over Cellular and Wi-Fi networks
powered by

CONNECT EVERYWHERE
CONNECT FOR LESS
Hand Held PoC terminals

In Vehicle PoC terminal

• W6 series standard hand held PoC terminals have 2 way
radio look & feel

• M50 standard 2 way radio look and feel
in vehicle mount PoC terminal

• Easy to deploy and easy to use … everywhere

• Designed to mount in vehicle standard
DIN slot.

• Global PoC service via 3G & Wi-Fi Networks
• Cost effective digital trunk radio features
• Drop in desk top charger & optional Remote Speaker
Microphone
• Unmatched
network coverage
in buildings &
shopping malls

• Equipped with standard Fist Microphone
& Bluetooth capability.
• Instant uniform fleet deployment with no
need to apply for licenced frequencies.
• Unmatched nationwide cellular coverage
in tunnels & along highways

• Work group voice,
text and video calls

• In built GPS facility provides basic M50
device location services.

• In built GPS for
duress & location
awareness

• Text to Voice facility to provide safety
and job messaging.

• W6 devices can
be setup remotely
over cellular&
Wi-Fi networks

Download Press2Talk iOS & Android Apps to add PoC to existing mobile phones
• Australian Data centre hosted PoC Server for instantaneous connectivity
• Press2Talk own and manufacture all items offered including PoC Servers, Dispatcher,
PoC hardware and mobile Applications (which can be downloaded at no cost from App store).
• Radio to PoC Gateway and On Line dispatcher available for full system management
• W6 series, M50 and mobile App available to connect to any Australian cellular network
• BYO SIM or we can supply PoC terminals, PoC network and SIM bundle.

Dealer enquires welcome – 1300 135 199 or 0409 999 917
www.press2talk.com.au

Going mobile
Jonathan Nally and Dylan Bushell-Embling

Images courtesy Victoria Police, NSW Police, NSW Ambulance and Motorola Solutions.

Mobile broadband devices are being fielded in increasing numbers
by emergency services around Australia.
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E

nhanced real-time information
is now available to Victoria
Police officers on the beat, with
Motorola Solutions delivering a
new managed mobility service
for the organisation.
A $50 million contract will deliver smart,
mobile technology to at least 10,000 officers,
helping to increase situational awareness,
safety and productivity on the front line.
Transit police and Protective Services
Officers in the Werribee area of Melbourne’s
outer western suburbs were the first to use
the service in November 2017.
The aim is to enable Victoria Police
members to focus on core policing activities rather than managing the technology.
Personnel are being equipped with iPad
minis and iPhones loaded with a special
mobile application. Also included is 24/7
monitoring and device management as well
as device support, repair and replacement
services.
The solution will ultimately help officers
to save time by reducing manual administration tasks, freeing them up to spend more
time policing in local communities.
It will also enable officers to obtain operational information in the field immediately,
while helping to preserve mission-critical
radio voice communication for when it is
needed most.
The contract will run for a minimum
of five years with the potential to extend
to 11 years.
The mobile application was developed by
Gridstone, an Australian mobile application
developer acquired by Motorola Solutions in
2016. Queensland Police also uses a mobile
application platform developed by Gridstone.
The Victorian Government is investing more than $227 million to modernise
and upgrade Victoria Police technology,
with $81.2 million delivered for the Mobile
Technology Project.
“These iPads and iPhones will equip
our officers with the right resources and
technology they need to access information
and protect the community,” said Victoria’s
Minister for Police, Lisa Neville.
“This will ensure our PSOs have even
faster access to the best information and
intelligence available, especially when
they’re out patrolling a train platform and
are away from a computer.”
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Digital radio expands
In another Victorian development, from this
year digital radio will be available for police and emergency services in the state’s
regional areas.
The technology will eliminate key blackspots, as well as increase security and
audio clarity.
Victoria Police, Victoria State Emergency
Service, Life Saving Victoria, Corrections
Victoria and Country Fire Authority (CFA)
brigades operating in outer metropolitan
areas will transition across from outdated
analog systems during 2018.
Telstra has been awarded an amendment
to the 2013 regional digital radio network
agreement, which will enable the four additional agencies to access the system.
“The safety of our emergency services
personnel is paramount and this new system will eliminate key blackspots, provide
a secure network and make it easier for
them to do their vital work across regional
Victoria,” said Victoria’s Minister for Emergency Services, James Merlino.
CFA regional brigades have used the
network since 2014. The contract amendment ensures that arrangement can continue,
while expanding the network’s reach to CFA
brigades in outer metropolitan districts
including Dandenong, Melton, Geelong and
Lilydale.
New digital radios for Victoria Police are
being acquired and progressively rolled out
across the state. Once the rollout of devices
is completed, the network will be encrypted
and police radios in rural areas will be as
secure as those used in metropolitan areas.
The regional digital radio network offers
increased security for voice communications,
greater network coverage and capacity, and
improved voice clarity. The move to the
digital system also ensures Victoria State
Emergency Service, Life Saving Victoria
and Corrections Victoria comply with Commonwealth spectrum regulatory changes.
The Victorian Government allocated $11.5
million in the 2015–16 state budget for police to upgrade to the new digital system.

Smile, you’re on camera
The Victorian Government has also commenced the first phase of a planned statewide rollout of body-worn cameras for its
police force.
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digital expansion

A total of 200 cameras will be rolled out
to police in Epping and Ballarat in April, and
there are plans to provide 11,000 cameras
to police across the state by 2020.
Police will use the cameras to gather
evidence that may be used in court, which
could include real-time video evidence of
the scene of a crime.
This will support recommendations from
the Royal Commission into Family Violence
that body cameras be evaluated as a way
to collect statements from victims.
The move follows the introduction of
new state laws in August ensuring police
officers can legally use body cameras in
their daily duties, as well as the introduction
of such cameras in other states including
NSW and Queensland.
The project will be funded as part of
the government’s $596 million Public Safety
Package, which was announced in the last
state budget. This package will also include
new funding for police, the introduction of
other state-of-the-art equipment, mobile
technology and the construction of a $15
million 24/7 monitoring and assessment
centre to help police rapidly respond to
major incidents.
“Victoria Police will soon have some of
the most advanced technology in the country
thanks to the Andrews Labor government’s
investment in new equipment and intelligence,” said Minister Neville.
“Body-worn cameras will be a critical
tool to respond to family violence issues
and other crimes in our community. Information is the lifeblood of modern policing,
and this technology will build on our huge
investments in frontline policing and help
keep Victorians safe.”

Smartphones for ambos
Over the border in NSW, smartphones are
being allocated to paramedics in rural and
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The regional digital radio network offers increased
security for voice communications, greater network
coverage and capacity, and improved voice clarity.

regional areas to ensure they have undisrupted phone connections when responding
to emergencies.
In a trial at Bateau Bay, Batemans Bay
and Dubbo, 200 vehicles have been fitted with smartphones that function more
efficiently than satellite phones in many
environments. They are shock-proof, waterproof and dust-resistant.
The new devices will complement existing
LMR communications to provide paramedics
with multiple communications tools, under
the Vehicle Area Network program.
The Vehicle Area Network program brings
four radio and satellite networks into one
communication hub to overcome communications challenges presented by the varying
terrains and topographies across the state.
“These smartphones are a smart investment and will ensure paramedics can respond
faster and with confidence in any weather
condition from any corner of the state,” said
the Minister for Health, Brad Hazzard.

Mobility in Queensland
Meanwhile in Queensland, the Queensland
Police Service (QPS) has commissioned a
new Mobile Capability Centre (MCC).
The MCC is the successor to the Mobile
Services Program, which commenced in
2013 and pioneered the delivery of mobile
technology in frontline policing through
the development and introduction of QLiTE
(iPad) devices.
The Mobile Services Program concluded
on 30 June 2017 and transitioned into the

MCC, which is both a physical workspace
and a permanent organisational unit within
the Community Contact Command.
The centre occupies leased office premises and has been purpose designed and
fitted out with flexibility in mind.
The MCC workforce is made up of 32
positions comprising a diverse group of
contractors, staff members and police reporting to a superintendent.
The centre is capable of supporting a
workforce of 66 people, which provides
capacity for upscaling to meet specific project
demand and allows for the in-bedding of
employees from contracted partner agencies.
QPS Commissioner Ian Stewart said
the QPS was recognised as a leader in
implementing mobile technology to transform
and enhance the manner in which frontline
police perform their daily duties.
“The MCC facilities provide assistance
to frontline officers so they are able to access critical information and perform key
policing tasks which will ensure they spend
less time on administration and can remain
in the field longer to keep the community
safe,” Commissioner Stewart said.
“The QPS is now recognised internationally for being technologically advanced
and years ahead of other law enforcement
agencies around the world.”
The MCC has a budget allocation of $16
million, which provides for ongoing development and the issuance of a fleet of 5400
QLiTE devices through a managed service
agreement involving contracted partners.
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Enabling
Wireless
Everywhere

PUBLIC SAFETY

• Licensed and unlicensed
wireless point-to-point links
(backhaul links)

INDUSTRIAL/MINING

Wireless Tech commits to provide the
latest innovative wireless products,
networking technologies and tailored
services in pursuit of supporting System
Integrators and Enterprise Customers

TRANSPORTATION

SERVICE PROVIDERS

INDUSTRY’S HIGHEST PERFORMING SD-WAN PLATFORM : EPX

• Licensed and unlicensed
wireless point-to-multipoint
• Wireless mesh technology
• Wireless hotspot and
outdoor Wi-Fi
• Multi-WAN load balance
routers, multi-cellular
mobile routers, SpeedFusion
bandwidth bonding routers
• Application level products:
IP cameras, video decoders
& encoders, IP SAN & NAS
storage, enterprise SD
switches, antennas, POEs,
lightning surge protectors,
customised network and
RF cable assemblies, touch
monitors etc.

The EPX is a rapidly deployable, powerful, and versatile SD-WAN router that connects a wide range
of WAN options from LTE-A, satellite modems, to ﬁxed line networks. At a 19” 2U rack mountable
form factor, it can combine up to 18x LTE-A connections for absolute connection reliability.

Rapidly deployable, scalable, unbreakable connectivity for mobile command

Unit 1, 63-79 Parramatta Road, Silverwater, NSW 2128, Australia
sales@wirelesstech.com.au | www.wirelesstech.com.au | (02) 8741 5080

News

NEC demos 28 GHz
beamforming
NEC has announced the successful
transmission of digital beamforming with
a massive-element, active antenna base
station system that supports 28 GHz band
for 5G communications. The company
said this is the first time simultaneous
beamforming transmission (four multi-user
MIMO) from a single massive-element active
antenna system (AAS) to four terminals
has succeeded. The test saw NEC achieve
a 3.1 Gbps cell throughput by applying a
frequency bandwidth of 300 MHz. NEC says
its digital control system is also capable
of beamforming that takes into account
multipath, a non-direct wave signal, and
moderately adjusts beam directions to
implement high-quality communication.
More info: bit.ly/2oxSL4C

Process control and monitoring Industrial Internet of
Things platform
The cnReach SCADA process control and monitoring Industrial Internet of Things
platform is designed for outdoor critical infrastructure operations.
cnReach transports process monitoring and control data from the remote sensor back to the operations centre, supporting real-time automated decision-making
and ongoing analytics. Covering large geographic areas, hard-to-reach terrain and
challenging spectrum environments, cnReach is designed to deliver reliable, secure
connectivity to the petrochemical, electric utility, water/wastewater/stormwater and
transportation industries.
cnReach eases the migration to modern networks by combining legacy serial and
analog/digital I/O with TCP/IP and Ethernet connectivity. cnReach helps bridge the IT/
OT sides of complex organisations. Combining cnReach’s licensed and unlicensed
narrowband radios with Cambium Networks’ broadband technologies, industrial organisations are delivering end-to-end Industrial Internet of Things solutions.
Other features include licensed and ISM 900 MHz and licensed 400 MHz; secure
communications with AES 128/256-bit encryption with password authentication; highly
reliable communications, access point synchronisation, adaptive modulation; single
and dual radio configurations for advanced relay and store-and-forward applications;
extensive I/O capabilities easing the transition from serial to all-IP networks with multiple serial ports, Ethernet ports and analog/digital I/O built in; sophisticated network
planning with LINKPlanner; and supported by cnMaestro software for monitoring the
status of entire networks carrying traffic across sensors.
Cambium Networks LTD
www.cambiumnetworks.com

Sydney Metro trains
under test
The first Sydney Metro train is undergoing
testing on the tracks ahead of services
starting in 2019. The Sydney Metro rail
project will be served by a groundbreaking
TETRA radio system provided by MCS
Digital in collaboration with Teltronic.
Minister for Transport and Infrastructure
Andrew Constance said the testing is a
major milestone for Sydney Metro. “Safety is
Sydney Metro’s number one priority and the
testing is being done in close consultation
with the Office of the National Rail Safety
Regulator,” Constance said. The Sydney
Metro will start in north-west Sydney in
the first half of 2019, where a train will run
every four minutes during peak times in
each direction.
More info: bit.ly/2sWRg5F
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Panel antenna
The RFI BPA7496 series panel antenna covers 746–960 MHz and complements the
existing BPA3338 and BPA3843 ranges presently covering 330–430 MHz.
The BPA7496 series panel antennas are available in various horizontal
beamwidth and gain options, and are suitable for applications requiring
‘corridor’, sectored or other directional network coverage requirements.
They are also well suited to diversity receiver applications requiring
multiple antennas. RFI BPA series panel antennas feature 0–10° siteadaptable mounting capability and the inclusion of 2–12° adjustable
electrical tilt (MET) on the BPA7496 series, catering for varying site
requirements.
To further satisfy high-performance network demands, all RFI BPA
panel antennas provide good -150 dBc PIM performance, 25 kW PIP
rating and 500 W power handling to cater for the demands of multicarrier network deployment requirements. Models are available featuring
up to 15 dBi of gain and up to 180° of horizontal beamwidth.
RFI Technology Solutions
www.rfi.com.au
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Emergency services
trial smartphones
High-tech smartphones will be distributed
to paramedics in rural and regional areas,
providing them with undisrupted phone
connections when responding to emergencies.
In a new trial in Bateau Bay, Batemans Bay
and Dubbo, 200 vehicles have been fitted with
smartphones that function more efficiently
than satellite phones in many environments.
They are shock-proof, waterproof and dustresistant. The new devices will complement
existing radiocommunications to provide
paramedics with multiple communications
tools, under the revolutionary Vehicle Area
Network program. The Vehicle Area Network
program brings four radio and satellite
networks into one communication hub
to overcome communications challenges
presented by the varying terrains and
topographies across NSW.
More info: bit.ly/2EWbstT

Engineering system design software
The NI LabVIEW NXG engineering system design software enables users to set up their
instruments, customise tests to device specifications and view results from any web
browser, on any device. The product introduces key functionality and has longstanding
benefits, particularly for engineers developing, deploying and managing automated test
and measurement systems.
This release introduces the WebVI, a VI type for building web-based user interfaces
(UIs) that can be deployed to any web browser — PC, tablet or phone — with no plugins or installers. Additionally, to reduce hardware configuration time, the SystemDesigner
feature automatically discovers connected hardware, displays installed drivers and directly
links to available instrument drivers if they are not yet installed.
The product expands hardware support to thousands of box instruments and to PXI
modular instrumentation. It also delivers programming capabilities such as object-oriented
programming and integration with TestStand test management software.
Engineers can re-use test code, including code written with LabVIEW NXG or LabVIEW, through a package manager interface built on industry-standard package formats.
National Instruments Australia Pty Ltd
www.ni.com

Europe approves
BroadWay
Public Safety Communications Europe (PSCE)
has announced that the BroadWay PreCommercial Procurement (PCP) project has
been approved by the European Commission.
The PCP project aims to develop technologies
that will enable a pan-European interoperable
broadband mobile system for PPDR. A group
of 11 government organisations (‘buyers’)
from 11 countries has been established, in
association with 49 supporting public safety
organisations. The group will ensure that
the solutions procured fit their needs and
complement their national plans for transition
to broadband for public safety. The project is
expected to be officially commenced in May.
A first presentation will be given at the PSCE
Conference in Brussels on 23–24 May 2018.
More info: bit.ly/2BQWMtj
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TV analyser
The compact Rover HD
TV analyser is designed
for the installation, maintenance and commissioning of terrestrial, satellite and cable TV systems. It is available
for rent from TechRentals.
The Rover HD covers DVB T/C/S/S2 standards. It performs measurements for modulation error (MER) up to 36 dB for DVB-T and C, bit error ratio (BER), noise margin, signal
to noise ratio (SNR), error vector magnitude (EVM) and power level. It also handles
network and streams IDs as well as MPEG4 HD programs.
With memory functions and data logging capabilities, the TV analyser can measure
echoes, micro-echoes and pre-echoes in real-time. The lightweight device has been
approved for use by Foxtel. It has a USB port for software upgrades, channel plan
modifications and data logging.
TechRentals
www.techrentals.com.au
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Comms Connect
Auckland
2–3 May 2017
Jonathan Nally

A ‘must attend’ event for everyone involved in business- and mission-critical communications.

S

ince 1990, the Radio Frequency Users Association of
New Zealand (RFUANZ) has held a highly successful
annual conference that has helped bring radio and
wireless communications industry users, dealers,
consultants, manufacturers and other stakeholders
together in order that they can network, learn, share ideas and
do business together.
Beginning in 2016, RFUANZ began a partnership with the Comms
Connect team, and the annual event was relaunched under the
Comms Connect banner. This was seen as the next logical stage in
the life cycle of this popular and well-attended conference, to help
it develop further and deliver more for attendees and exhibitors.
Although Wellington was the venue in 2016 and 2017, this year
the event will be held at SKYCITY Auckland. Building on the success
of the previous years, Comms Connect Auckland will continue to
bring the very best in radio and wireless communications — from
narrowband radio to PTT-over-cellular, from professional LTE to
satellite communications — to those in charge of their organisation’s
communications and who use these technologies in their everyday
working lives. Comms Connect Auckland is a must-attend event
if you are: a first responder; work in public safety, transport or
utilities; operate in the mining, oil and gas or the wider resources
sector; work in security, defence, a commercial enterprise or
government department; or if you’re active in any other sector
that uses radio and converged communications.
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The conference will include technical presentations, case studies and workshops presented by a line-up of 30-plus local and
international speakers and subject matter experts. The opening
address will given by Len Starling, Manager Policy & Planning at
New Zealand’s Radio Spectrum Management, who will provide an
update on spectrum policy issues.
The three plenary sessions will be:
• New Zealand’s nationwide critical communication investment —
presented by Assistant Commissioner Jevon McSkimming, Critical
Communications Program, New Zealand Police
• The Internet of Everything: How New Zealand’s biggest telco is
embracing a connected future — presented by Michael Stribling,
General Manager IoT, Spark (see also the Spectrum column in
this issue)
• Next-generation critical communications program – a sector approach — Chris Goldsmith, Program Manager, New Zealand
Emergency Services
The full program can be found at comms-connect.co.nz, but
here’s a small selection of the speaker sessions:
• Kaikoura: RF communications infrastructure one year on — Max
Corboy, Downer ITS
• LMR’s position in the changing New Zealand communications
landscape — Andrew Miller, TeamTalk
• Best practices with cybersecurity — Simon Probert, Palo Alto
Networks New Zealand
This issue is sponsored by — rohde & schwarz — http://www.rohde-schwarz.com.au

conference

Comms Connect Auckland
Conference: 2 May (9 am–5 pm),
3 May (9.30 am–5 pm)

• Getting to 5G using innovative fixed wireless technology — Matt
Mangriotis, Cambium Networks
• Convergence and graphic user interface development — Steve
Watson, Napier Port
• Using facial recognition technology to enhance telco sites and public
spaces — Richard Malley, NEC New Zealand
• LPWAN connectivity options as the backbone for Industrial IoT —
Iain Hook, Thinxtra
• Is satellite able to fill the gap? — Neil Jamieson, Wireless Innovation
And there’ll also be three workshop sessions:
• Building a radio network from the ground up — presented by
Chris Stevens, Surf Life Saving New Zealand
• Cybersecurity considerations when integrating wireless communications into your IT network — Monique Princen, Tenaz
Communication Consultancy
• Critical messaging solutions — Brad Welch, TPL Systems Asia
Pacific, and Malcolm Briggs, CDI Tellen

Exhibition
The exhibition will cover 1000 square metres and comprise more
than 40 exhibitors, including all the big names in the Australasian
comms market — led by Platinum Sponsor, Tait Communications,
and Gold Sponsor, Kenwood — plus many dedicated New Zealand
firms. You can see a full list of exhibitors and sponsors at commsconnect.co.nz/whos-exhibiting.
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Exhibition:

2 May (9 am–5 pm),
3 May (9 am–3.30 pm)

Where:

SKYCITY Auckland,
88 Federal St
(skycityauckland.co.nz)

Who:

More than 300 delegates and
40-plus exhibitors

Web:

comms-connect.co.nz

RFUANZ AGM and Gala Dinner
The RFUANZ is a non-profit organisation whose membership
ranges from local government authorities to transport operators,
consultancies to radio dealers, and network operators to private
individuals. Its mission is to protect, promote and preserve the
rights of organisations and individuals who require access to the
radio spectrum.
The association’s annual general meeting will take place on the
morning of 2 May at the same venue as the conference, followed
that evening by the RFUANZ Industry Excellence Awards and Gala
Dinner (the venue for which will be the nearby St Matthews In The
City). For ticketing and other enquiries, send an email to admin@
rfuanz.org.nz or visit www.rfuanz.org.nz.

Essential event
It’s vital that all users of radio and converged communications in
business- and mission-critical working environments — as well
as dealers, manufacturers or suppliers in this sector — seek out
the very latest information, technologies and solutions, and build
relationships. Comms Connect Auckland will deliver that opportunity
for you and your colleagues. See you there!
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LTE transceiver
The Icom IP501H LTE transceiver enables two-way
communication with the ease and comfort of PTT
(push-to-talk) operation. Wide area coverage over
a 4G (LTE) and 3G network are available. The LTE
IP501H is also suitable for transmitting in building
environments where communication over traditional
radio is constrained by the architectural layout and
materials.
The product is an alternative to traditional radio
that provides the end user with a telephone-style

ARCIA’s response to
ACMA’s FYSO
Late last year, the ACMA released an
updated version of its Five Year Spectrum
Outlook (FYSO) 2017-21 Work Program and
invited feedback from industry and users.
The Australian Radio Communications
Industry Association (ARCIA) submitted a
detailed response on 22 January, covering
many areas of concern. The submission
is full of positive suggestions for how
spectrum, licensing and other technical and
management matters could be improved.
You can download and read the submission
at www.arcia.org.au/images/pdfs/ARCIA_
Response_to_ACMA_FYSO_2017-21.pdf.
More info: bit.ly/2FaPK4K

conversation, without the restrictions of distance,
environmental factors or investing in setting up a
radio network infrastructure.
It is suitable for a range of customers from government, courier services, railroads, security, event
management, construction, hospitality and public
transportation.
Features of the IP501H — IP67 tested and rated
to handle only the toughest environments; secure
transmission between parties and groups; small and
compact in size; high-quality, clear audio; intuitive
control interface that allows for quick and easy
communicating with the unit; emergency features
— man-down, lone worker and emergency button
functions; predefined text message capabilities; ability to break into calling between
parties for emergency situations; and capability to create group call setting functions.
It can be configured to include as many radios as required by the user. Groups
can be made up as ‘Individual call’ and ‘Group call’, or ‘All call’ which can be made
the same way as a conventional radio.
Icom Australia Pty Ltd

©ra2 studio/Dollar Photo Club

www.icom.net.au

Command and control console system
The Zetron ACOM command and control console system serves at the centre of

Avigilon acquired by
Motorola
Motorola Solutions has enhanced its
portfolio of mission-critical communications
technologies, after acquiring Avigilon. Based
in Vancouver, British Columbia, Avigilon
designs, develops and manufactures
advanced security surveillance solutions,
including video analytics, network video
management software and hardware,
s u r ve i l l a n c e c a m e ra s , a n d a cc e ss
control solutions. Customers will now
be able to purchase advanced security
and surveillance solutions as part of
Motorola Solutions’ portfolio of critical
communications technology for commercial
markets. Avigilon’s video surveillance
platform helps transform video from reactive
to proactive, issuing alerts in real time when
a person, object or vehicle of interest is
detected.
More info: bit.ly/2sYMgND
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complex dispatch operations throughout the world.
It delivers high availability, customisation, interoperability and end-to-end redundancy
in an enterprise-class server architecture that supports the full use of IP technology.
Because ACOM command and control supports radio, telephony and data interfaces,
it is able to interoperate across equipment, departments, agencies and jurisdictions. This
gives users the vital connections they need during large-scale events and emergencies.
ACOM command and control allows users to deploy a laptop or tablet PC with just
a USB headset to set up remote, temporary, back-up, mobile and training positions
quickly and securely. The system doesn’t limit these operations to just a few channels, meaning mobile and remote
operations have unlimited access to
the full resource capabilities of the
console system — and at a fraction of
the cost of a fixed position, according
to the company.
ACOM command and control can
be used in conjunction with radio
technologies, such as TETRA, P25,
DMR and is also LTE ready.
Zetron Australasia Pty Ltd
www.zetron.com
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Quantum radio
Digitally modulated VLF magnetic signals could usher in a new era of comms and location finding.

R

esearchers at the US National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) have demonstrated that quantum
physics might enable communications and mapping
in locations where GPS and ordinary mobile phones
and radios don’t work reliably or even at all, such as
indoors, in urban canyons, underwater and underground.
The NIST team is experimenting with low-frequency magnetic
radio — very low frequency (VLF) digitally modulated magnetic
signals — which can travel farther through building materials,
water and soil than conventional electromagnetic communications
signals at higher frequencies.
VLF electromagnetic fields are already used underwater in
submarine communications. But there’s not enough data-carrying
capacity for audio or video, just one-way texts. Submarines also
must tow cumbersome antenna cables, slow down and rise to
periscope depth (18 metres below the surface) to communicate.
“The big issues with very low-frequency communications, including magnetic radio, is poor receiver sensitivity and extremely
limited bandwidth of existing transmitters and receivers. This
means the data rate is zilch,” NIST project leader Dave Howe said.
“The best magnetic field sensitivity is obtained using quantum
sensors. The increased sensitivity leads in principle to longer
communications range. The quantum approach also offers the
possibility to get high-bandwidth communications like a cellphone
has. We need bandwidth to communicate with audio underwater
and in other forbidding environments,” he said.
This issue is sponsored by — rohde & schwarz — http://www.rohde-schwarz.com.au

As a step towards that goal, the NIST researchers demonstrated detection of digitally modulated magnetic signals, that is,
messages consisting of digital bits 0 and 1, by a magnetic-field
sensor that relies on the quantum properties of rubidium atoms.
The NIST technique varies magnetic fields to modulate the
frequency — specifically, the horizontal and vertical positions
of the signal’s waveform — produced by the atoms.
“Atoms offer very fast response plus very high sensitivity,”
Howe said. “Classical communications involves a trade-off
between bandwidth and sensitivity. We can now get both with
quantum sensors.”
Traditionally, such atomic magnetometers are used to measure
naturally occurring magnetic fields, but in this NIST project, they
are being used to receive coded communications signals. In the
future, the NIST team plans to develop improved transmitters.
The researchers have published their results in the Review
of Scientific Instruments.
The quantum method is more sensitive than conventional
magnetic sensor technology and could be used to communicate,
Howe said.
The researchers also demonstrated a signal processing
technique to reduce environmental magnetic noise, such as
from the electrical power grid, which otherwise limits the communications range.
This means receivers can detect weaker signals or the signal
range can be increased, added Howe.
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Traditionally used for submarine comms, VLF could
soon find application in location-finding technologies.

In a spin
For these studies, NIST developed a DC magnetometer in which
polarised light is used as a detector to measure the ‘spin’ of
rubidium atoms induced by magnetic fields. The atoms are in a
tiny glass container.
Changes in the atoms’ spin rate correspond to an oscillation in
the DC magnetic fields, producing AC electronic signals, or voltages
at the light detector, which are more useful for communications.
Such ‘optically pumped’ magnetometers, in addition to high
sensitivity, offer advantages such as room-temperature operation;
small size, low power and cost; and reduced interference. A sensor
of this type would not drift or require calibration.
In the NIST tests, the sensor detected signals significantly
weaker than typical ambient magnetic-field noise. The sensor

Pictured: NIST physicist Dave Howe aligns a laser beam to pass
through a tiny glass cell of rubidium atoms inside the cylindrical
magnetic shield. Credit: Burrus/NIST
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detected digitally modulated magnetic field signals with strengths
of 1 picotesla (one millionth of the Earth’s magnetic field strength)
and at very low frequencies, below 1 kilohertz (kHz).
This is below the frequencies of VLF radio, which spans 3–30
kHz and is used for some government and military services.
The modulation techniques suppressed the ambient noise and its
harmonics, or multiples, effectively increasing the channel capacity.
The researchers also performed calculations to estimate communication and location-ranging limits. The spatial range corresponding to a good signal-to-noise ratio was tens of metres in the
indoor noise environment of the NIST tests, but could be extended
to hundreds of metres if the noise were reduced to the sensitivity
levels of the sensor.
“That’s better than what’s possible now indoors,” Howe said.
Pinpointing location is more challenging. The measured uncertainty in location capability was 16 metres, much higher than the
target of 3 metres, but this metric can be improved through future
noise suppression techniques, increased sensor bandwidth and
improved digital algorithms that can accurately extract distance
measurements, Howe explained.
To improve performance further, the NIST team is now building
and testing a custom quantum magnetometer. Like an atomic clock,
the device will detect signals by switching between atoms’ internal
energy levels as well as other properties, Howe said.
The researchers hope to extend the range of low-frequency
magnetic field signals by boosting the sensor sensitivity, suppressing noise more effectively, and increasing and efficiently using the
sensor’s bandwidth.
The NIST strategy requires inventing an entirely new field,
which combines quantum physics and low-frequency magnetic
radio, Howe said.
The team plans to increase sensitivity by developing low-noise
oscillators to improve the timing between transmitter and receiver
and studying how to use quantum physics to surpass existing
bandwidth limits.
Adapted from information issued by NIST.
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Consolidated
comms
The acquisition of Sepura by Hytera will see innovation boosted,
while maintaining the same level of customer support and service.

T

he acquisition of Sepura by
Hytera is now complete, with the
overall Hytera Group steaming
ahead with plans to make the
most of the advantages inherent
in the combined product lines, corporate talent and
regional experience of the combined entities.
The majority of the process was finalised in
May 2017. “The PMR industry is seeing rapid
evolution, and Hytera leads in incorporating new
technologies and attractive features that deliver
more effective solutions for our customers,”
Qingzhou Chen, founder, chairman and president
of Shenzhen, Guangdong-based Hytera, said at the
time.
“Adding the Sepura Group complements our
strengths in technological innovation, especially
in TETRA, along with adding sophisticated
engineering talent and an experienced operating
team,” he added.
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The Sepura acquisition has added approximately
700 professionals and staff to Hytera’s
organisation, along with research facilities and
offices in Cambridge, Zaragoza and Helsinki.
Sepura also owned Helsinki, Finland-based
applications developer Portalify.
With more than 9000 employees, Hytera
bills itself as the world’s fastest-growing PMR
solution provider, and the world’s top DMR
Tier III trunking provider. With the acquisition
of Sepura, the company now claims more than
40% global market share in TETRA, which
includes the North American market under the
PowerTrunk brand.
In 2016, both Hytera and Sepura provided PMR
solutions for event management and public safety
at the 2016 Olympic Games in Brazil. This year,
Hytera will provide similar PMR communications
solutions for security and event management at
the 2018 World Cup in Russia.

Down under developments
To find out more about Hytera Group’s plans
for the Sepura, Teltronic and Hytera brands in
our region, Critical Comms spoke with Terry
Feng, Hytera Communications Australia’s
Brisbane-based managing director, and Terence
Ledger, Sepura’s regional director for the Asia–
Pacific.
Feng said that from an end-user point of view,
customers will no longer be faced with difficult
choices between brands. “What was in the past
several different brands, now is consolidated
into one,” he said.
From the dealer channel point of view, Feng
said they will now have a clear choice under one
coherent banner, adding that the next step is to
unify all the advantages of each manufacturer,
making it easier for the dealer channel and
project partners to deal with the Hytera Group
for TETRA business.
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The team of Hytera & Sepura in Australia

Feng also talked up the advantages of the wide
spread of talents in the combined Hytera Group.
“All different sorts of people have different ideas,”
he said. “Think about the 200 staff in Germany
in Hytera Mobilfunk, also roughly 700 staff in
Teltronic and Sepura, and the couple of hundred
engineers in China as well. That’s a lot of engineers
and staff supporting all these products. And from
the service point of view, that’s also a gain for the
channel partner.”

Hytera showcased its LTE/DMR/TETRA
innovations at Comms Connect Melbourne last year.

Hytera Multi-mode Advanced Radio

Sepura branding
Ledger emphasises that the Sepura brand is not
going away. “Sepura is not going to die. It is the
way forward for the Hytera Group’s TETRA device
business,” he said. “Sepura in the UK has been
appointed as the TETRA Terminal Competence
Centre within the Hytera Group.
“There’ll be more innovation,” Ledger said.
“We’ve got some exciting new stuff coming up
from Sepura which, without this investment, may
never have happened or would have happened
over a much longer timeframe. We’ve now got
the additional resources to focus on new product
innovation.
“Anything that we release will definitely be based
on the Sepura look and feel, and the Sepura
methodology when it comes to software etc, to
make sure every device is a best-in-class TETRA
radio device,” he added.
According to Ledger, each of the different Hytera
Group businesses have their own strong merits. For
instance, “Teltronic is very strong in the rail and
public safety verticals, and that’s going to continue.
Teltronic is a TETRA Transport Solutions
Competence Centre. They have public transport
LTE pilots up and running around the world, and
there is a plan to leverage that across the whole
Hytera portfolio.
“So if you’ve got a rail product, you know that
there is a part of the Hytera Group that is a
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specialist in that field, that can talk the jargon, who
understands the mindset of the customer in that
particular vertical,” he added. “Similarly with oil
and gas with Sepura TETRA devices… we’ve got
a very good grasp on that. So we can be very much
more vertical focused.
“We have products for all verticals… so if you’re
like a hotel that just needs a very basic DMR radio
system, then we can address that need,” Ledger
said. “Or if you are an exclusive, five-star hotel with
a casino attached, and you need to have a high level
of security, then the Hytera Group has products
that can meet that part of the market.
“The customers are winning in that we can provide
nearly any solution that they would need.”
Business as usual
In practical terms, the job now is to get sales
engineers cross-trained between TETRA and
DMR, and the merger of the two Melbourne
offices into one, which is planned to be the Sepura
office. All locations will be co-branded Hytera and
Sepura. The existing Hytera team will focus on
DMR and building DMR opportunities, and the
Sepura team will be focused on TETRA.
And as far as any changes customers might see
in terms of support and service, it’s “business
as usual”, said Ledger. “Our aim is to ensure
customers are not impacted, that they continue
with the same level of service as before. They can
expect that the product will the same, the support
will be the same and the people they speak to will
be the same.”

Hytera Communications (Aust) P/L
www.hytera.com.au
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Testing wireless
IoT on the bench
Christian Hof*
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Analysing the network activities of wireless
devices can provide important information
about security gaps.
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C

urrently more headline than reality, the Internet of
Things (IoT) will soon permeate everyday life through
home automation, wearables and connected car technology. It will ultimately have a far greater impact than
smartphones do today.
An increasing number of devices are being designed with integrated wireless modules in order to exchange (often sensitive)
data, transmit measured values and remotely control systems. The
number of ‘things’ communicating via the internet is expected to
increase drastically over the coming years, with a major surge
predicted after 2020 when 5G provides the necessary network
resources (Figure 1).
The downside of this development is that every wireless device
with an IT core becomes a potential target for hackers.
The cyber eavesdropping methods recently made public by
WikiLeaks have made this threat tangible. Every IoT-connected
device represents a potential risk, especially in light of the fact
that IoT components are (currently) generally more poorly protected
than products originally designed for the IT world.
For reasons ranging from price and time pressure to lack of
awareness and technical expertise, the security features in many
wireless products in which IT plays a secondary or non-existent role
(eg, household appliances) are rudimentary and poorly implemented.
Along with absent or weak encryption, open ports (communications channels) and vulnerable firmware, installed apps represent a
significant security risk if developers fail to adhere to common IP
connection security standards or do not provide regular updates.
A single weak point can provide a loophole enabling unauthorised access to one or many devices. A widespread compromised
IoT device can create difficulties for network operators and even
cause networks to crash.

Enterprises at risk
While IoT is still in its infancy, classic wireless communications is
omnipresent and extensively used in both professional and personal
environments. This becomes a problem for companies when these
two spheres intermingle, eg, when employers follow the ‘bring
your own device’ motto and personal mobile devices are used for
business purposes.
Unfortunately, it must be assumed that attackers will attempt
to exploit any and all security gaps. Not only operating systems,
but the increasing number of apps harbour a security risk. The
multitude of helpers found on any well-stocked personal mobile
phone increase the probability of a poorly programmed or outdated
app revealing a security gap. In the worst case, an entire corporate
network can be accessed via such a device.
Devices become truly susceptible to threats when jailbreaking
or rooting manipulates their operating systems and deactivates
fundamental security functions. But for attackers, looking for

loopholes in allegedly secure original operating systems is a better
alternative since there are only two major systems (Android and
iOS) in use worldwide.

New test methods needed
It must be determined whether a mobile device is at risk and
whether the installed apps meet security requirements. The task
of the responsible IT team is to verify that any wireless device
used in the corporate environment safeguards the confidentiality
and integrity of the data it stores and transmits, irrespective of
whether it uses WLAN or a cellular connection (it cannot be assumed that malware will behave the same in both environments).
In the past, this task was easier to describe than perform since
the communications behaviour of the devices could not be readily
examined. An analysis of the servers contacted on the internet,
and especially their location, provides essential information about
unwanted communications. The server location can be identified
using IP geolocation as long as no obfuscation techniques have
been used.
Any abnormality must be further examined and, if required, the
source apps should be banned from devices used within the company. Apps developed specifically for company use, however, must
certifiably behave as expected, especially with respect to security.

Security parameters revealed
The Rhode & Schwarz CMW500 wideband radio communication
tester can help developers improve the security of IP-based data
communications for mobile devices and IoT modules. The new
IP connection security analysis reporting module (CMW-KM052)
performs real-time IP data traffic analysis in a controlled test
environment (Figure 2).
The CMW500 also emulates a mobile network or WLAN access
point. The data application unit (DAU) is required for security
analysis. It provides the device under test (DUT) with IP addresses
and manages the connection with servers on the web. The CMWKM052 analyses and logs the security-related parameters of the
data traffic. This enables developers to detect and close security
gaps early in the design process. It gives IT personnel a tool to
determine whether mobile devices used for business purposes
comply with internal security policies.
The analysis software produces real-time statistics of the IP
connections and communications protocols used. The software
module makes it possible to search for sensitive information in
data streams, including for user-specified input such as passwords
and device IMSIs. If this information is transmitted unencrypted,
the software lists the target address, domain name and, if possible,
the source app. The module also analyses SSL/TLS handshake
parameters as well as certificates and country/domain names of
the server location.

Figure 1: The Internet of Things will soon
overtake ‘classic’ internet use. Source: https://
forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2016/07/09/
internet-of-things-on-pace-to-replace-mobilephones-as-most-connected-device-in-2018/
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Figure 2: The ‘path’ taken by the data transmitted
and received by a connected mobile or IoT device.

Figure 4: Devices under test without an antenna
connector can be placed in a shielded box
and connected to the CMW500 over the air.

Malware such as Trojans often open back doors via freely accessible ports (some ports are reserved for certain applications).
This is why it is highly recommended to review the open ports
in a system from time to time — an easy-to-implement measure
with the CMW-KM052 option.
No additional software is required on the DUT to use the
analysis tool. The tests are independent of its operating system.
DUTs with an antenna connector can be connected to the CMW500
via a cable. DUTs without a connector can be accommodated in
an RF-shielded box from Rohde & Schwarz and connected to the
CMW500 via an air interface (Figure 4).
Figure 3: Certain IP addresses and countries can be
unwanted in the data stream.
The SSL/TLS handshake that the client and server use to agree
on the cryptographic method is essential for a secure connection
and is therefore closely examined. The CMW-KM052 displays the
cryptographic methods (cipher suites) offered by the client during call set-up as well as the cipher suite chosen by the server,
including key lengths and other parameters. The CMW-KM052 can
even analyse the certificate transmitted by the server.
When analysing communications behaviour, one of the most
important things users want to know is where the involved servers
are located (country). Geolocation makes it possible to determine
this information. Since IP domains are unique and registered, localisation is successful 95–99% of the time. Domain names provide
additional security-related information. The new analysis option
enables users to easily detect suspicious domains and unwanted
countries that might present a security problem (Figure 3).
The port scan function is another important security feature of
the software. The client and server of an application talk to one
another via ports. Via the operating system, an application offering
a service in a network (server) opens a port (address) that the
client can access. This port waits for inquiries in the ‘listen’ state.
A port in this state that is unintentionally open to the internet is
a potential gateway for attackers.
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Summary
Until now, it has been very difficult to analyse data traffic from
mobile and IoT devices. Security weak points could go undiscovered
for long periods of time. The CMW500 wideband radio communication tester with the CMW-KM052 analysis option tackles this
problem. Users can obtain a detailed overview of security-relevant
communications parameters in a freely configurable controlled wireless environment and also determine whether a device behaves
differently in WLAN and cellular networks.
Developers can detect security gaps early in the design process.
IT teams can analyse the communications behaviour of smartphones,
tablets and apps used in the corporate environment. Automotive
OEMs and network operators can verify that connected car and IoT
devices comply with the specified connection security standards.
The test sequence is very simple since the DUT requires no
preparation. The CMW-KM052 option integrates seamlessly into
the powerful CMW500 test suite. A single test and measurement
instrument now enables RF analysis in cellular and non-cellular
networks, protocol tests and IP application tests, as well as analysis of security-relevant parameters for IP data communications.
*Christian Hof is Product Manager within the Test & Measurement
division of Rohde & Schwarz.
Rohde & Schwarz (Australia) Pty Ltd
www.rohde-schwarz.com.au
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5G
feeling
the
heat
Tests at 60 GHz show 5G could see
losses of more than 15% on sunny days.

H

ot, sunny weather could degrade 5G cellular transmissions by more than 15%, but a university engineer
says research will guide solutions.
To test the effect of bright sunshine effect on highspeed transmissions, Ahmed Sulyman, an associate
professor in Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University’s Department of
Computer, Electrical & Software Engineering, teamed up with colleagues in Saudi Arabia to publish the first comprehensive analysis
of solar radio emissions on land-based wireless communications
systems at 60 GHz bands.
The conclusion? Future 5G cellular systems using 60 GHz
bands might work better at night, as solar radio emissions seem
to degrade such transmissions.

Future 5G cellular systems, including backhaul links and device-todevice connections, could be affected by solar ray emissions, EmbryRiddle research suggests. Credit: Ahmed Sulyman/Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University.
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“This suggests there could be more dropped calls and lost data
transmission, and the data rate could be lower during the day
compared to night-time,” said Sulyman.
He added, however, that effective communication links at 60
GHz are possible at distances up to 134 m indoors and up to 110
m outdoors, even in hilly, dense urban areas — particularly if
antennas are aimed toward each other.
“Engineers can always work around problems if they understand
them properly,” said Sulyman. “Once we understand the exact
nature of solar radio interference on 5G networks, we can plan
for it by optimising links for daytime and night-time operations.”
He noted that satellite televisions work well during the day and
at night because planners offset any transmission degradation so
seamlessly that consumers never know the difference.
“These results will help 5G cellular network planners to prepare
appropriate link budgets when deploying 60 GHz radio outdoors
in extremely hot and sunny weather,” he said.
For his study, Sulyman and colleagues tested various system
configurations such as line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight set-ups.
First they configured an indoor experiment in order to determine
the ‘path loss exponent’, or PLE, resulting from solar radio emissions.
Then, they compared those results with measurements gathered
at two sunny outdoor locations in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia — a hilly
region with high-rise buildings and vegetation, and similar terrain
with very little vegetation.
In hot and sunny weather, PLE values increased by 9 to 15.6%,
compared to measurements captured at night in cool, clear weather.
In other words, the integrity of transmissions were negatively affected by strong sunshine.
The study has been published in a special edition of IEEE
Transactions on Antennas and Propagation (Volume 65, Issue 12,
Dec 2017, pp 6624–6635).
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Industry Talking
The year has started with a flurry of activity for ARCIA, including
our committee planning sessions in early February, this year spread
over two days rather than just one. Two days meant we had more
time to delve a little deeper into what our plans should be for the
coming year, and this resulted in a list with over 20 action points
for us to work on.
It was particularly pleasing to see that the 20-odd committee
members and supporters who attended had all been involved in
subcommittee discussions ahead of the event. This meant we had an
agenda that was based on identified items, and so the discussions
were always pertinent and productive. Over the coming months you
will see actions coming up in the training and membership areas, as
well as much activity from our spectrum committee. It was also great
to be able to welcome around a dozen of our partner representatives
and have them join our discussions as well.
In addition to our planning days in February, we have also responded to an ACMA discussion paper on its five-year spectrum
outlook (FYSO). This document will be the main vehicle for the
ACMA to identify the items they will be prioritising in their works
over the coming years, as well as a report back to stakeholders on
progress on existing work plans. Our ARCIA representatives have
been involved in multiple meetings and working groups regarding
the new Radiocommunications Act, and the FYSO changes are one
of the results of those efforts.
Already this year we have had more meetings and workshops
with the Department of Communications and the Arts regarding
the Spectrum Review and associated changes. The latest round of
discussions covered things such as third-party authorisations and
private band management, both of which will continue to involve our
industry. ARCIA receives much recognition from this involvement and
we are accepted as being able to take part in reasonable discussions
on many disparate segments of the spectrum — our opinions are
well-respected and we are seen to present sensible and practical
suggestions regarding our own spectrum segments.
As part of our planning day our website committee took the opportunity to split the full committee up into small teams and work
through the contents of our existing website and prepare the details
for our new one. The new site has been a long, slow progress but
things are starting to happen, as many of the actions we want to
open up in the future depend upon having additional information on
our website. In conjunction with this, our website committee has
developed a communications and marketing plan that will see our
social media presence highlighting more of our achievements, as well
as being the notification point for our events. If you don’t already follow us on Twitter or LinkedIn, then now is the time to get on board.
Looking to the next couple of months, we will have representatives
at Comms Connect New Zealand and the RFUANZ dinner in Auckland
on 2–3 May, then in June we will attend the Wimmera Careers event
at Horsham, followed by the Sydney dinner and Comms Connect Sydney later in June — watch the websites for details. You might also
receive requests to assist us in several areas…
so if you are asked, please help — ARCIA is very
keen to continue to work for the best interests of
our industry, but we do need your help as well.

MQTT-capable solutions for IoT data
acquisition
Advantech MQTT-capable solutions for IoT data acquisition
are suitable for constrained environments with low network
bandwidth or high latency and remote devices with limited
memory and processing capabilities.
MQTT’s lite payloads reduce bandwidth needs for highvolume data collection from mechanical and enclosed
equipment and facilitate remote execution of real-time
status monitoring and event handling.

Advantech offers a complete portfolio of MQTT-capable
solutions, such as its WebAccess software platform, WISE4000 sensor nodes and ADAM-3600 remote terminal unit.
As well as ADAM-6000 Ethernet I/O modules, ECU-1152
protocol gateways and SmartSwarm 300 cellular IIoT
gateway, suitable for a wide range of commercial and
industrial applications.
The WISE-4000 series and ADAM-6000 series products
can be directly connected to the cloud or ERP/MES systems
and communicate using the MQTT protocol without needing
a gateway or converter. Such device-to-cloud architectures
not only substantially reduce equipment costs and facilitate
device authentication/access control and network intelligence, but also offer nearly instant communication between
enterprise applications and the cloud network.
Integrated with Advantech’s WebAccess/SCADA software,
Advantech devices with MQTT capabilities support plugand-play installation on cloud platforms. This eliminates the
time-consuming configuration of individual sensor nodes
and reduces installation costs and turnaround time for
large data acquisition systems.
The advantages of using the MQTT protocol with WebAccess/SCADA include the ability to resume operations
from any breakpoint without data losses. Moreover, during
network interruptions, data can be buffered in the WISE4000 module until network communication is resumed and
a client device reads the data. This not only prevents data
loss, but also allows users to manage the information flow
to network nodes.

Hamish Duff, President,
Australian Radio Communications
Industry Association
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Advantech Australia Pty Ltd
www.advantech.net.au
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HF SDR transceiver
The Barrett 4050 HF SDR transceiver provides secure voice, email
and data transfer. Covering a transmit frequency range of 1.6 to
30 MHz and a receive range of 250 kHz to 30 MHz, the product
is intended as a static base station or as a vehicle-borne radio.
It is aimed at a broad cross-section of the market, including
peacekeeping or humanitarian assistance tasks, non-government
organisations (NGO), security organisations and civil security, and
commercial businesses such as oil exploration.
The product has been designed to be used by those who are
not trained radio operators but nonetheless need the long range
and flexibility that HF radio provides. The detachable remote control head incorporates a 24-bit colour touch screen which closely
resembles a modern smartphone in look and feel, utilising the same
type of touch and swipe interface. The interface is multilanguage,
which can be easily changed. Installed standard language libraries
include English, French, Spanish, Russian, Arabic and Chinese,
but others can be added as required. Functionality is directly
available through easily identifiable icons rather than step-through
menus. As a result, the inexperienced user is operating within a
familiar environment.
Barrett Communications Pty Ltd
www.barrettcommunications.com.au

Cellular, satellite and high-frequency radio
The Codan Convoy cellular, satellite and high-frequency radio is
designed to provide reliable and robust remote area communications.
It is a multimode platform that provides capability to do worldwide SMS messaging, location tracking of assets and remote
management of deployed radio assets, including key management
for security-conscious applications.
Typical applications include addressing communications black
spots, improving network availability, providing situational awareness and reducing network management operating costs.
The product also features a web portal that, in addition to SMS
and asset tracking, can be used to manage remote radio assets,
perform health-checks, decommission and manage capabilities.
It works in conjunction with the Envoy software-defined smart
radio, which has been widely deployed worldwide in applications
spanning humanitarian, relief, public safety and security.
Codan Radio Communications
www.codanradio.com
This issue is sponsored by — rohde & schwarz — http://www.rohde-schwarz.com.au
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case study

Subterranean
solution

The humble coaxial cable is providing power, data and full-speed communications for
remote-controlled underground operations.

A

n underground nickel mining operation in Western
Australia has deployed RFI Technology Solutions’ Digital Drift system to remotely operate its underground
loaders from the surface. The solution connected 11
mine levels to the surface at a fraction of the cost of
the fibre alternative, and the system was straightforward enough
to be installed by the mine’s own tradespeople.

The challenge
As with any underground operation, the nickel mine faced numerous challenges with its communication networks. In this case, the
operation regularly has to move from one stope to another. In order
to control the underground loaders, remote control cabins are fitted into the rear of 4WD personnel carriers, which are driven to
the required level for each shift. This approach means there are
a large number of levels with operational stopes at any one time,
and previously it had not been economical to connect them all to
the surface with fibre.
As a result, remote control operations could only be performed
from the underground mobile cabins and had to be suspended
across shift changes (twice per day) when all personnel left the
mine for blasting and re-entry procedures. Across this window,
several hours of potential loading time was being lost.

The solution
To solve these problems, the mine deployed the Digital Drift
system to connect 11 working levels to the surface, from where
underground loaders can now be remotely operated. The loaders
are fitted with RCT’s Control Master Guidance System and work
across ore drives on multiple mine levels.
The company was able to install and commission the entire
system in just seven days, including cables, network devices,
UPSes and connectors. The cost was less than one-third of the
fibre alternative and external contractors were not needed. And
remote-controlled operations from the surface have been found
to be just as responsive as they were underground.
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Using Digital Drift, operators can easily control underground mining
equipment from a remote cabin on the surface.

Digital Drift was chosen because there was no need to install
additional fibre; the mine’s own tradespeople could install, commission and support it; and the native Ethernet capability enables
Wi-Fi access points and IP cameras to be added to the system.
A single coaxial cable carries both power and data, providing
full-speed communication that works with all industrial devices
that support Ethernet. Installation requires only simple tools that
can be used in wet, dirty or dusty conditions.
Other advantages of the system include the ability for an operator
to use its preferred IP video surveillance and tracking technology,
as well as its extant fibre network and switching technology.
RFI Technology Solutions
www.rfi.com.au
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In-building coverage
mapping for P.25 and
DMR networks

Digital C-RAN antenna system

The MA8100A Series TRX NEON

CommScope Era is an all-digital C-RAN antenna system that leverages wireless opera-

Signal Mapper from Anritsu is a 3D

tors’ initiatives to centralise and virtualise baseband radio assets.

in-building coverage mapping solu-

Era enables operators to deploy a centralised

tion for use with Anritsu Handheld

headend that serves multiple buildings, or even

instruments including LMR Master,

to tap capacity from the operator’s existing

Spectrum Master, Site Master, BTS/

centralised C-RAN hubs. Era’s Wide-area Inte-

Cell Master and VNA Master.

gration Node (WIN) resides in the C-RAN hub

Where GPS is unavailable, the

and routes baseband capacity to a distribution

Anritsu MA8100A Series solution

point within the served building or campus. Era

delivers real-time 3D location

allocates baseband capacity where it is needed while reducing

information for indoor test and

the amount of on-site head-end equipment and the amount of fibre needed for signal

measurement applications. The

transport by up to 90%. And Era supports interleaved MIMO using patented technol-

system consists of a Tracking Unit,

ogy that can offer up to 80% of collocated MIMO speeds over a SISO infrastructure.

Signal Mapper Software, Command

CommScope Solutions Australia Pty Ltd

Software and Cloud Service.

www.commscope.com

The Tracking Unit supports collection and processing of sensor
data that delivers 3D location
information. The Signal Mapper
Application provides an intuitive
Android user interface enabling
lightly trained users to map signal and sensor information within

“Rigol Best Value
Spectrum Analysers”

buildings; users can initialise their
location, start/stop mapping and
upload/download mapping data
to/from the cloud. The Command
Software enables creation and
visualisation of 3D building maps
and provides centralised access to

RIGOL DSA-705

RIGOL DSA-815

the Cloud Service to access stored

4100kHz to 500MHz Frequency Range
4RBW settable down to 100 Hz
4DANL down to -130 dBm

49 kHz to 1.5 GHz Frequency Range
4RBW settable down to 10 Hz
4DANL down to -155 dBm

maps and measurement data.
With the addition of the MA8100A
Series TRX NEON Signal Mapper,
Anritsu now offers a powerful

500MHz FROM $999 ex GST

1.5GHz FROM $1,869 ex GST

and unique 3D in-building signal

New
2018
Product!

mapping tool for its handheld
spectrum analyser instruments. The
MA8100A Series allows users to
collect accurate, actionable data in
every part of a building easily and
efficiently. Areas like stairwells and
elevators, traditionally difficult to
address with 2D manual mapping
solutions, are now conquered with
ease. The MA8100A Series also
provides end users with centralised access to all of the location
information that has been logged
via the included Cloud Service.
Users can easily access previously saved building maps and
measurement results anywhere

RIGOL DSA-832E/875

RIGOL RSA-5000 Real-Time Analysers

49 kHz to 3.2GHz & 7.5 GHz
4RBW settable down to 10 Hz
4DANL down to -161 dBm

49 kHz to 3.2GHz & 6.5GHz
4RBW settable down to 1 Hz
4Optional Tracking Generator

3.2GHz FROM $3,206 ex GST

3.2GHz FROM $11,499 ex GST

Buy on-line at www.emona.com.au/rigol

Sydney

Melbourne

Tel 03 9889 0427
Tel 02 9519 3933
Fax 03 9889 0715
Fax 02 9550 1378
email testinst@emona.com.au

with internet access.
Anritsu Pty Ltd
www.anritsu.com
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Brisbane

Tel 07 3392 7170
Fax 07 3848 9046

Adelaide

Tel 08 8363 5733
Fax 08 8363 5799

Perth

Tel 08 9361 4200
Fax 08 9361 4300

web www.emona.com.au
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Command centre

Coastal control

A

state-of-the-art multiagency emergency coordination
facility that will become the nerve centre of the Gold
Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games (GC2018) security
operation was put to the test during last year's Gold
Coast 600 car race.
Police Minister Mark Ryan said the Joint Emergency Services
Coordination Centre (JESCC) had been purpose built by the Palaszczuk Government and would go on to be a significant legacy of the
Commonwealth Games.
“In order to ensure the safest Games possible, it was vital to build
a cutting-edge, adaptable facility to deliver the safety response for
GC2018. The JESCC is that facility and it will be a vital part of our
safety and security operation here next year,” Minister Ryan said.
“The JESCC incorporates the latest technologies in incident and
event management in an environment that is flexible and scalable
and was recently completed after an 18-week construction period
involving a major fit-out.
The JESCC’s construction was delivered on schedule, within budget
and to its intended design due to the enormous collaborative effort
involving police, partners from across the Public Safety Business
Agency, the other emergency services and external contractors.
“In addition to the JESCC, a 24-hour police facility will operate
inside the Games Village prior to the arrival of the athletes and for
the duration of the Games.
“These facilities form an integral part of a comprehensive security
overlay to help keep spectators and athletes alike safe during GC2018.
“Although the JESCC was primarily constructed for GC2018, it
will remain as a permanent multiagency facility to manage major
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Queensland's Joint
Emergency Services
Coordination Centre is
open for business.
events like the Gold Coast 600, smaller scale planned operations
and critical incidents on the Gold Coast.
Commonwealth Games Group Assistant Commissioner Peter
Crawford said that police visited a number of world-class facilities and undertook extensive consultation with several security
agencies both here and overseas to ensure any newly built facility
could support an event of this magnitude.
“The purpose of the JESCC is to facilitate the command and
control of police resources and enable the multiagency coordination
and response for GC2018 and Games-related events,” Assistant
Commissioner Crawford said.
“It has real-time access to the latest security related information
that will ensure police and our partners have the most accurate
information possible to inform and support our security response.”
The JESCC provides a workspace for more than 50 people
across its two levels.
With mobile workspaces, conference rooms fitted with multimedia
networking facilities, a breakout room for incident management and
the extensive use of operable walls to create flexible working environments on both floors, the JESCC is a highly configurable space.
It can be arranged to support multiple large-scale incidents as
well as smaller event operations.
One of the most important features of the JESCC is an integrated system offering high-speed connectivity to support multiple
technologies and systems within the QPS and across other emergency service agencies.
The technology allows public safety agencies to readily use
their own technology and IT in what is largely a wireless facility.
This issue is sponsored by — rohde & schwarz — http://www.rohde-schwarz.com.au

Oscilloscope
Designed as an everyday problem-

Core alignment fusion splicer
and cleaver

solving tool, the R&S RTM3000 os-

The FITEL S179 is a handheld, high-perfor-

cilloscope offers bandwidths of 100

mance core alignment fusion splicer that

MHz, 200 MHz, 350 MHz, 500 MHz

delivers rapid splicing (6 s) and heating (9

and 1 GHz. The product incorporates

s) with consistent results. The product is

a proprietary 5 GSa/s 10-bit ADC, and

available for rent at TechRentals.

each model includes 40 MSa (80 MSa

It has a wide, 4.3″ LCD touch screen and

interleaved) per channel acquisition

a keypad for enhanced operator flexibility.

memory with an optional 400 MSa

Additionally, the S179 comes embedded with

segmented acquisition memory.

near field communication (NFC), which allows

The 10.1″ display has a 1280 ×
800 pixel resolution, and works like a

operators to lock and unlock the splicer via
a smartphone.

smartphone. Simply touch the screen

The FITEL S179 fusion splicer is highly

to quickly navigate in pop-up menus and use gesturing to easily scale, zoom and move a

effective for use in data centres, long-haul op-

waveform.

erations, Metro, LAN and FTTx fibre, including

The 10-bit A/D converter yields up to a fourfold improvement over conventional 8-bit A/D
converters. Users will receive sharper waveforms with more signal details.
40 MSa memory depth is available on each channel if all channels are active. When interleaved, 80 MSa are available to capture longer signal sequences for more analysis results.

ultra bend-insensitive fibres as well as large
area effective fibres. To support usability and
visibility in low-light environments, the S179 is
equipped with 3+1 LED lights that illuminate

The R&S RTM3000 includes a logic analyser, protocol analyser, waveform and pattern gen-

the entire splicing chamber. This high-speed

erator and digital voltmeter. It has dedicated operating modes for frequency analysis, mask

splicer includes a S326 cleaver and features

tests and long data acquisitions.

state-of-the-art communication methods.

Rohde & Schwarz (Australia) Pty Ltd

TechRentals

www.rohde-schwarz.com.au

www.techrentals.com.au
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Digital policing

Mobility on the beat
Digital mobility technology is giving South Australia’s police officers more presence in the field.

S

outh Australia Police (SAPOL)
has pioneered many innovations in police work, and its
use of technology is no exception. Its vision for modern
digital policing enables officers to complete
all of their paperwork from anywhere in the
field; carry technology directly to the scene
of an incident for tasks, such as capturing
statements; spend more time in the field; and
apply a host of forward-thinking technologies
to carry out their duties.
Mobile Performance Management Software
from NetMotion and local solution provider
Advanced Mobile IT (AMIT) is providing the
essential foundation for that vision.

An office on the beat
SAPOL’s Mobile Rugged Tablet project is
expanding the service’s mobility strategy,
providing technology that meets the needs
of an agile, responsive police service moving into a modern digital age. To supply
essential technology for the project, SAPOL
turned to AMIT.
“Their goal was to do away with officers
carrying paper-based notebooks for recording
notes and capturing statements, then having
to go back to the station and type it all up,”
said AMIT Business Development Manager
Nicholas Cizauskas.
Providing officers with an ‘office away from
the office’ enables them to take the device
directly to the scene, capture statements,
search for and access any data required,
write the report, and if necessary, finish it
up in the car between shifts.
Time that had been spent typing in the
stations is instead spent doing policing work
in the community.

Unacceptable risks
SAPOL quickly found that its existing VPN
solution could not satisfy all scenarios.
“They had created multiple edge cases,”
said Cizauskas. “Removing the device from
the car, connecting it to the cellular network,
putting it in a hardwired dock. When the device
switched between networks, applications lost
their handshake with the back-end system.”
Most critically, there was no notification
to the officers in the car or the staff in the
communications centre that they had lost the
ability to exchange messages. To SAPOL, that
level of risk was simply unacceptable.
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Cizauskas and AMIT advised them to try
NetMotion. “We provided them a trial licence
and helped them set up the pilot,” he recalled.
“After testing it through all their scenarios,
they told us, ‘That’s it! This is going to hit it.’”

A world of new technologies
SAPOL found that with NetMotion providing
a reliable network layer, it could evolve its
devices to better service the frontline by opening up an ecosystem of new applications. The
application suite comprises the entire office
suite, as well as access to back-end systems
and to the intranet. The latter enables officers to look up general orders and standard
operating procedures, and download standard
templates for forms.
This in turn opened up many new efficiencies. For example, the building access card for
the SAPOL offices includes a printer access
code. This facilitated a pilot program where
officers securely access printing functions
using the mobile rugged tablet while on the
road, then go to the office and use their card
to collect their printing.
Having NetMotion in place also allows
SAPOL to pursue new initiatives. “They’re
looking into signature capture, and integrating
body-worn video with the tablets,” said Cizauskas. “With NetMotion in place, that provides
the backbone for all the new technologies.”

no coverage at all. “Without the data, the
SAPOL technical staff would have had to
commit all sorts of effort and resources,”
declared Cizauskas. “As a solution provider,
it’s great when we can deliver a product
that can pay for itself.”

Senior support
How does a public agency justify the expense, especially when there’s an extant

Next steps
SAPOL has eight different types of patrol
vehicles in the fleet. “All of them are equipped
with mobile devices running NetMotion,” said
Cizauskas. “That includes four-wheel drive
vehicles for the remote areas. The helicopter has a rugged tablet with an extendable
touchscreen.
“We’re furnishing executives and senior
officers with enterprise-class tablets. They’ll all
be running NetMotion because the leadership
knows the product is so reliable.”
SAPOL is also taking advantage of NetMotion’s data-gathering capabilities. Dashboards
with indicators show if a device is truly
being used in a mobile manner or just sitting in an office, or whether it isn’t being
turned on at all.
Coverage maps have also proved invaluable, as in the example of one user who
had having trouble getting connectivity at
home. The maps revealed that he was in
an area that showed absolutely red, with
This issue is sponsored by — rohde & schwarz — http://www.rohde-schwarz.com.au

product in place? The key is a successful
trial and a compelling business case. The
SAPOL team took the product and device to
the frontline officers, while keeping senior
staff in the loop. Knowing that the frontline
officers were happy with the product made
the superintendent, CIO and CTO happy
with it as well.
To build the business case, the SAPOL
product manager confirmed the results

of the trial in writing, and also presented
a matrix that covered the various usage
scenarios and how the previous solution
and the new NetMotion satisfied them.
Only NetMotion covered them all. Then
it was simply a matter of formalising the
approval in a proposal to the commissioner
for sign-off.
The pay-off has been more police presence in the field. SAPOL had conservatively
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estimated saving 15 minutes per officer per
shift. “In reality, they’ve told me it’s as much
as two hours,” said Cizauskas.
“Thanks to NetMotion and the other
products we have furnished, we are able to
facilitate SAPOL’s mobility strategy. It gives
their officers more presence in the field, out
in the public, using the latest technology.”
NetMotion
www.netmotionsoftware.com
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cognitive radio

Space station image courtesy NASA.

A.I. for space
comms

Artificial intelligence and cognitive radio will increase the efficiency, autonomy and reliability of
space communications.

N

ASA spacecraft typically rely on human-controlled
radio systems to communicate with Earth. As collection of space data increases, the space agency is
looking to cognitive radio and the infusion of artificial
intelligence into space communications networks to
meet demand and increase efficiency.
“Modern space communications systems use complex software
to support science and exploration missions,” said Janette C Briones, principal investigator in the cognitive communication project
at NASA’s Glenn Research Center.
“By applying artificial intelligence and machine learning, satellites control these systems seamlessly, making real-time decisions
without awaiting instruction.”
Software-defined radios like cognitive radio use artificial intelligence to employ underutilised portions of the electromagnetic
spectrum without human intervention.
These ‘white spaces’ are currently unused, but already licensed,
segments of the spectrum. The FCC permits a cognitive radio to
use the frequency while unused by its primary user until the user
becomes active again.
“The recent development of cognitive technologies is a new
thrust in the architecture of communications systems,” said Briones.
“We envision these technologies will make our communications
networks more efficient and resilient for missions exploring the
depths of space.
“By integrating artificial intelligence and cognitive radios into our
networks, we will increase the efficiency, autonomy and reliability
of space communications systems.”

Software-defined in space
For NASA, the space environment presents unique challenges
that cognitive radio could mitigate. Space weather, electromag-
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netic radiation emitted by the Sun and other celestial bodies,
fills space with noise that can interrupt certain frequencies.
“Glenn Research Center is experimenting in creating cognitive radio applications capable of identifying and adapting to
space weather,” said Rigoberto Roche, a NASA cognitive engine
development lead at Glenn.
“They would transmit outside the range of the interference
or cancel distortions within the range using machine learning.”
In the future, a NASA cognitive radio could even learn to
shut itself down temporarily to mitigate radiation damage during
severe space weather events. Adaptive radio software could
circumvent the harmful effects of space weather, increasing
science and exploration data returns.
A cognitive radio network could also suggest alternative
data paths to the ground. These processes could prioritise
and route data through multiple paths simultaneously to avoid
interference.
The cognitive radio’s artificial intelligence could also allocate
ground station downlinks just hours in advance, as opposed to
weeks, leading to more efficient scheduling.
Additionally, cognitive radio may make communications
network operations more efficient by decreasing the need for
human intervention. An intelligent radio could adapt to new
electromagnetic landscapes without human help and predict
common operational settings for different environments, automating time-consuming processes previously handled by humans.
The Space Communications and Navigation (SCaN) Testbed
aboard the International Space Station provides engineers and
researchers with tools to test cognitive radio in the space environment. The testbed houses three software-defined radios
in addition to a variety of antennas and apparatus that can be
configured from the ground or other spacecraft.
This issue is sponsored by — rohde & schwarz — http://www.rohde-schwarz.com.au

cognitive radio

Currently affixed to the International Space Station, NASA’s Space Communications and Navigation (SCaN) Testbed is used to conduct a
variety of experiments with the goal of further advancing various technologies. Credit: NASA.
“The testbed keeps us honest about the environment in orbit,”
said Dave Chelmins, project manager for the SCaN Testbed and
cognitive communications at Glenn. “While it can be simulated on
the ground, there is an element of unpredictability to space.
“The testbed provides this environment, a setting that requires
the resiliency of technology advancements like cognitive radio,”
he added.
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As with most terrestrial technologies, cognitive techniques can
be more challenging to implement in space due to orbital mechanics, the electromagnetic environment and interactions with legacy
instruments.
In spite of these challenges, integrating machine learning into
existing space communications infrastructure will increase the
efficiency, autonomy and reliability of these systems.
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RAPID PTT LAUNCH

AUSTRALIAN TECHNOLOGY COMPANY JNB ELECTRONICS PTY LTD
ANNOUNCES THE LAUNCH OF A HIGH-SPEED VOICE AND DATA SERVICE.
THE SERVICE WILL BRING MATERIAL BENEFITS IN COMMUNICATIONS
TO BOTH THE ENTERPRISE AND GOVERNMENT SECTORS.

Australian technology company
JNB Electronics Pty Ltd is an expert
in the field of communications and
electronics and has operated nonstop in the Australian market since
1985, making it one of the most
experienced technology companies
in the country. With a long and
distinguished track record in both the
critical communications sectors as
well as high-volume enterprise and
consumer communications sectors,
the team at JNB are well placed to
know what the customers have been
asking for and how to deliver it.
With a wholly owned local advanced
R&D function, specialised in the
areas of land mobile radio, satellite
communications, cellular devices
and cellular networks, the team have
developed a specialised radio IP
solution, named RAPID PTT.

RAPID PTT has been developed
from the start as a replacement for
traditional land mobile narrowband
solutions, such as DMR, DMR3,
TETRA and conventional systems.
The RoIP solution provides users
of narrowband technologies with
an effective path to the world of
IP and broadband. The focus
of RAPID PTT is to provide
unprecedented, high-speed, highquality voice performance, ensuring
the voice component of RAPID
PTT delivers a familiar instant
voice experience to the customers
while removing the limitations of
traditional narrowband solutions
such as coverage, data speeds and
ability to be a fully IP-based part of
a customer’s overall enterprise.

RAPID PTT is a completely new
RoIP (radio over IP) solution,
designed, owned and operated in
Australia.

RAPID PTT provides customers
with a choice of device hardware,
both for voice-centric and the datacentric users that allow the right
device for the right application.
The voice-centric devices, P2000
series, provide instant, loud and
clear audio with superior battery
life and a secure connector for
a range of audio accessories.
The data-centric devices allow
customers to achieve operational
and economic benefits of true
device integration (radio, data
screens, NFC, scanners, phone,
camera) in one device.
If you are a user of narrowband
communications or are considering
moving, changing or upgrading
your current narrowband solutions,
have a need for instant team or
individual communications, or
want to explore how RAPID PTT
can enhance your operational and
economic efficiencies, contact us
for further information.

Contacts: rapid@jnb.com.au
JNB Electronics Pty Ltd
ABN: 83 007 140 623
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Radio astronomy

Dipoles in
the desert

Images courtesy MWA.

The Murchison Widefield Array comprises
256, 4x4 arrays of dual-polarisation dipole
antennas optimised for the 80–300 MHz
frequency range.

New, programmable receiver technology has replaced a pioneering radio telescope’s ageing, custombuilt systems.

T

he Murchison Widefield Array (MWA) is a large-scale
radio telescope run by a consortium of 21 institutions from six different countries, including Australia,
Canada, India, Japan, New Zealand and the United
States of America. The array is located in the Murchison region of outback Western Australia due to the area’s
extremely low population density, which contributes to a superbly
radio-quiet environment that is perfect for listening to the skies.
The MWA is capable of a wide range of science investigations, with three key objectives:
• Detection and characterisation of three-dimensional brightness
temperature fluctuations in the 21 cm line of neutral hydrogen;
• Solar imaging and remote sensing of the inner heliosphere; and
• High-sensitivity exploration of the variable radio sky.
The Epoch of Reionisation (EoR) is the period in the dawn of
the universe, billions of years ago, during which the predominantly
neutral intergalactic medium was ionised by the emergence of
the first stars. One of the goals of the MWA is to detect the
presence of the large ionised bubbles that formed during this
period. The MWA is a great testbed to demonstrate the techniques involved with subtracting the bright radio foregrounds
in order to see the obscure hydrogen line in the background.
Radio emission from our Milky Way galaxy and from extragalactic sources can obscure EoR observations, but it also makes an
interesting scientific target in itself. This resulted in the ‘galactic
and extragalactic All-sky MWA’ (GLEAM) survey, a catalogue of
300,000 galaxies over the full Southern Hemisphere sky below
10° declination. This survey was compiled using MWA data and
is one of the largest radio surveys of the sky ever assembled.
The ability of the MWA to quickly map the sky makes it invaluable for finding rare and faint events as they happen. The
MWA has a time resolution in the nanosecond range, making it
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an excellent tool to study objects such as pulsars and search
for fast transient events.

Antenna system design
The MWA uses 4096 dual-polarisation dipole antennas optimised
for the 80–300 MHz frequency range, arranged as 256 tiles, with
each tile being a 4 x 4 array of dipoles. These small, distributed
antennas work together as a single entity, as if they were a
single large-dish receiver.
The original 32-tile MWA prototype has expanded to 256 tiles
which can now be found scattered around the Murchison Radio
Observatory. The array is split into two subconfigurations — a
compact configuration which uses 128 tiles from in and around
the telescope’s core, and an extended array made up of the
furthest reaching tiles, with a separation distance up to 5 km.
The closely packed antennas of the compact configuration
are best for observing large-scale sky structures (such as
the EoR), whereas the extended array greatly increases the
telescope’s ability to resolve small-scale structures such as
individual galaxies.
Currently, the telescopes’ back-end capabilities allow only
up to 128 tiles (one configuration) to be connected at any time.
A receiver system is used to perform digitisation and preprocessing of signal data before the information is correlated
together. This includes channelisation — selecting only the
frequency bands that are of interest — before the data is sent
downstream for further processing.

Processing system design
With the eventual goal of correlating data from all 256 tiles
together, the MWA required upgrades to its data processing
technology. Replacing the custom-built receivers with COTS
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Radio astronomy

The MWA uses 4096 dual-polarisation
dipole antennas optimised for the
80–300 MHz frequency range, arranged
Images courtesy MWA.

as 256 tiles.

The Murchison Widefield Array is located in a remote corner of Western Australia.
components that could still be tailored to the specifications
was an important requirement, to remove obsolescence in the
new system.
This led to the adoption of the NI platform, and the development
of an NI Controller for FlexRIO to act like a current receiver,
performing both digitisation and channelisation of large volumes
of signal data. The ability to program the FlexRIO’s onboard
FPGA quickly and efficiently with LabVIEW is a key advantage
that has been leveraged in order to expand the MWA.

These standards-based interfaces and COTS components have
reduced system development time, allowed for the expansion of
the array and improved the quality of the received sky signals.
The NI hardware has been instrumental in developing state-ofthe-art methods to perform incredible science, and the flexibility
of FPGA programming in LabVIEW has enabled the opportunity for
more growth in the future.
National Instruments Australia Pty Ltd
www.ni.com

Desktop remote

In-vehicle communicators

Zetron has announced that its M360 Desktop Remotes now support

Siyata in-vehicle communicators are 4G/LTE in-vehicle connected

Kenwood NX-5x00 and EFJohnson TK-5x30 P25 series radios.

cellular devices that integrate many technology solutions found in

M360 Desktop Remotes are suitable for organisations that require

commercial vehicles today.

office-based dispatching for commercial applications, such as utility

The Siyata all-in-one devices can replace phones, dash-cameras,

operations. The M360 Desktop Remotes are a solution for NEXEDGE

two-way radios, tablets, GPS navigation devices and other fleet man-

systems in these types of environments.

agement hardware. Additionally, these devices can be the platform

Zetron Australasia Pty Ltd

through which IoT devices can transmit the vehicle’s data back to

www.zetron.com

their organisation’s headquarters.
Push-to-talk over cellular (PoC) compatibility with applications like
ChatterPTT and Unify Voice allow users within an organisation to talk
one-to-one or in a group with the simple press of a button.
With two versions available, the CP250 and UV350 include a
dedicated external microphone and speaker for loud and crystal clear
hands-free phone and PoC conversations, with options for external
antennas, Bluetooth devices, integrated keypad and dash-camera.
Siyata in-vehicle devices support Wi-Fi hotspot function, voice
Bayswater

activation, job dispatch and GPS guidance, enabling drivers to keep
their eyes on the road and hands on the wheel.
The flexible Android operating system
allows fleet managers to deploy workforce
management applications to improve worker
safety and operational efficiency.
Logic Wireless Limited
www.logicwireless.com.au
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Digital radio dispatch
RediTALK-Flex provides choice and flexibility in digital radio dispatch — enabling
organisations to create a solution that meets their exact needs.
It provides the full range of features expected from a digital radio dispatch
console, including features such as messaging, individual and group calling,
and basic maps.
In addition, you can choose from a range of powerful features such as advanced location services, radio linking and SIP telephony as well as how many
operators and channels the user requires. The user only pays for what they need.
As an organisation grows, the user can expand their network or add features
as required, giving them the confidence to meet future business needs.
RediTALK-Flex is compatible with a wide variety of radio manufacturers and
technologies including DMR, NXDN, P25, Tetra, MOTOTRBO and more — ensuring complete interoperability.
The package is simple to use and install.
Omnitronics Pty Ltd
www.omnitronics.com.au

Power inverter
The Helios Power Solutions SI1500
Series power inverter is a pure
sine wave 1500 W inverter that
will convert 12, 24 or 48 V DC to
ultra-clean 230 V, 50 Hz AC output
at 93% peak efficiency.
The inverter is compact for its
power level, efficient and has a TCP/
IP Ethernet for remote monitoring
and control, a transfer relay to allow
switching between the inverter and
AC grid or generator power. Options
include a 19″ rack mounting kit that
holds one or two inverters.
The SI1500 features ultra-low
noise and low idle current draw
to preserve battery life. The robust
design will operate at 3000 W of
output for 2 s in order to start
demanding loads.
Whether standalone or rack
mounted, both the standard Form
C alarm contacts and optional TCP/
IP Ethernet connection can be used
to send a remote alarm signal for
any type of fault, suitable for remote
installations where the site is not
easily accessible. The Ethernet option allows remote power-cycling of
connected loads, possibly saving
a call-out to the site.
Helios Power Solutions
www.heliosps.com.au
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Satellite services

Deep south satcoms
Speedcast will supply missioncritical remote communication
services for Australia's Antarctic
research stations.

The Aurora Australis arcs over Mawson
research station's radome. © Justin
Chambers/Australian Antarctic Division

T

he federal government has awarded Speedcast a contract
to supply VSAT bandwidth, equipment and installation,
including training, antenna upgrades and repositioning,
plus network optimisation, for Australia's Antarctic
research stations.
The company will also provide additional support to other scientific users such as Geoscience Australia at the three Australian
Antarctic research stations, Mawson, Casey and Davis, as well as
the base on Macquarie Island.
The tender for the contract was released in June 2017 by
the Australian Antarctic Division (AAD). The tender documents
stated, “The AAD intends to take this opportunity to substantially
upgrade the satellite capacity and support services to each of its
Antarctic stations.”
With the updates Speedcast is making to the satellite links, the
research program will have four times more throughput than it
had with their previous provider once installations are completed
in January 2018.
“Our team of highly qualified engineers is proud to provide
24/7 support and solutions to enable individuals in these remote
and harsh locations to communicate with the outside world for
day-to-day communication and in the event they need emergency
assistance,” said Pierre-Jean Beylier, CEO, Speedcast.
“This win is an example of the increase in government spending
in satellite communications and Speedcast’s ability to grow market
share as the government segment continues to expand.”
While there may be up to 120 people on each research station in the summer, during the harsh winters of Antarctica when
travel to the icy continent is not possible, the population of each
research station is much smaller and satellite communication is
their only link to the outside world. The reliability of these links is
essential for the wellbeing of wintering expeditioners and enables
telemedicine support if required.
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Harsh environments
The four Australian ‘deep south’ bases — Mawson, Casey, Davis
and Macquarie Island — are staffed all year round by researchers
and support staff. Their remote locations make communications with
the wider world essential for health, safety and research purposes.
“The Antarctic environment creates challenges for the delivery
of the services,” the AAD’s tender said. “For the Antarctic stations, temperatures are often down to -40°C with winds greater
than 185 km [per] hour and heavy snow. The vessel routinely
encounters waves of 10+ metres, with winds and snow similar to
the Antarctic stations.
“Macquarie Island experiences nearly continuous gale force
winds from the west as well as rain, sleet and snow for around
300 days of the year. Temperature varies from around -10°C in
the winter to +10 in the summer.”
Mawson is located on the coast of Mac. Robertson Land, on the
edge of the Antarctic plateau. It was Australia’s first continental
station and remains the longest continuously operating station
south of the Antarctic Circle.
Casey is situated in the Windmill Islands, a little outside the
Antarctic Circle. The station was officially opened in 1969 as a
replacement for the ex-US Wilkes Station on the Clark Peninsula,
which was being slowly and relentlessly eaten up by snowdrifts.
Davis is the most southerly (68.5 degrees south) of all of
Australia’s stations, and situated on the Ingrid Christensen Coast
of Princess Elizabeth Land. The location is on the coast of the
ice-free Vestfold Hills.
Macquarie Island is a little less than halfway between Australia
and Antarctica. Colloquially known as ‘Macca’, the remote island is
34 kilometres long and five kilometres wide at its widest point. It
takes around three days to sail from Hobart to Macquarie Island,
assuming the weather is kind. The island’s first scientific station
was established in 1911 by Sir Douglas Mawson.
This issue is sponsored by — rohde & schwarz — http://www.rohde-schwarz.com.au

Mesh edge nodes for DIN-rail mounting

Field strength meter

ABB TropOS 2420 and TropOS 2410 mesh edge nodes for DIN-

The Narda NBM-520 E Field Strength Meter with the EF1891

rail mounting are used to build field area networks for automation

probe provides a non-ionising radiation survey system with

applications. Integrating a managed four-port Ethernet switch,

wide-frequency coverage of electric fields.

RS232/485 serial, voltage and contact closure monitoring, and

The unit detects electric fields from 3

a GPS receiver, the product enables reliable, secure and man-

MHz to 18 GHz and can be used to

ageable IP communications for utility, oil and gas, mining and

measure field strengths to comply

industrial applications.

with general safety regulations

The product integrates the functionality of four or more de-

and actual radiated power.

vices (backhaul radio, 802.11 access point, protocol converter,

It is available for rent from

Ethernet switch) into one package. By eliminating unmanaged,

TechRentals.

external components, this high level of function integration re-

Designed for easy

duces equipment and installation costs while enhancing reliability

one-handed operation,

and manageability.

the meter is suitable

RS232 and RS485 serial connections, in addition to Ethernet

for general radio fre-

ports, and support for popular automation protocols such as

quency safety, service

DNP3, Modbus and IEC 61850 with GOOSE messaging, make the

work on transmitting and

product suitable for connecting new and legacy field automation

radar equipment, mobile anten-

devices to a TropOS broadband mesh network. Field automation

nas, broadcasting and satellite

devices include intelligent electrical devices, remote terminal

communication systems. It also

units, programmable logic controllers, flow computers and more.

suits operating diathermy equipment and other medical instruments

The product provides an economical vehicle for utilities and

producing shortwave radiation.

other industrial companies to securely deploy field automation

Additional features of the device include easy four-button operation,

communication. It offers a multi-layer, multi-application security

automatic probe type recognition, audible alarm function (threshold

model that provides defence-in-depth.

adjustable by PC software) and Auto-Zeroing (time interval adjust-

Wireless Tech (Australia) Pty Ltd

able by PC software).

www.wirelesstech.com.au

TechRentals
www.techrentals.com.au
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Credit: IMDEA Networks Institute and mmMAGIC.

5g research

Members of the Wireless Networking Group at IMDEA
Networks perform measurements.

Clear path for
mm waves and 5G

A European consortium has delivered tools for the design optimisation of mm-wave solutions for 5G.

I

f they are to achieve data rates exceeding 10 Gbps, 5G networks will need an extended range of frequencies allowing
for large continuous bandwidths. The solution could come
from mm-wave bands within multi-radio access technology
(RAT) deployments.
Despite their potential, many doubts and uncertainties were
still surrounding mm-wave bands until two years ago. Questions
related to frequency, channel characteristics, air interface, integration with 5G networks or hardware impairment at higher bands
remained open.
With the mmMAGIC project, Europe’s main infrastructure and
equipment vendors, research institutes and universities (along with
one SME) teamed up to clear these doubts.
Convinced that mobile networks operating at mm-wave bands
should be able to operate both as a standalone network (singleRAT) and as multi-RAT deployments (non-standalone mm-wave RAT
operation), the consortium developed a mm-wave radio interface
to address the specific challenges of mm-wave communication
and achieve the capacity, throughput, latency and energy efficiency
required for 5G services.
“We thoroughly studied each mm-wave radio interface component — waveform, channel code, retransmission, modulation,
numerology, frame structure, multiple access, duplexing, initial
access and spectrum sharing — whilst considering a number of
specific challenges, and integrated them into an overall mmMAGIC
radio interface design,” explained Dr Yue Wang, coordinator of
the project and Principal 5G Researcher at Samsung Electronics.
The project has evaluated the radio interface on both link level
and system level, and further validated and demonstrated the air
interface using two hardware-in-the-loop demonstrations.
The 19-member consortium has demonstrated the feasibility and
practicality of its technical solutions, and helped build confidence
in continued research and development of 5G mm-wave systems.
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“All in all, the consortium has delivered tools for the design
optimisation of mm-wave solutions for 5G, designs and prototypes
of architectural enablers for 5G systems, as well as strong contributions to 3GPP and ITU-R standards and regulations. As many
as 11 patents were filed over the past two years,” said Dr Wang.
“What makes me real proud is that we managed to engage with
a wide 5G community in research, regulation and standardisation
bodies, and really helped to close the knowledge gap in this crucial
5G area,” she added.
“We boosted technology readiness and influenced the exploitation of high-frequency bands for next-generation mobile multimedia
systems.
“We see, for example, that several trials on 26–28 GHz have
already started in Europe in early 2017. Samsung and Arqiva
notably kicked off the first field trial of 5G Fixed Wireless Access
(FWA) technology in the UK and Europe at 28 GHz mm-wave
bands,” she said.
Now completed, mmMAGIC has considerably boosted the technology-readiness of industrial partners to provide new mm-wave
products and services, as evidenced by the spread of relevant
projects.
Two project partners — IMDEA Networks Institute and Telefonica
R&D — founded the 5G innovation lab 5TONIC, where mmMAGIC
findings will be used as input for 5G wireless and mm-wave tests
and experiments.
In parallel, partnering universities have already obtained funding under new projects: Aalto University will deploy mm-wave
small-cells for a smart city; the University of Bristol will focus
on the use of mm-wave technology from track-side to train and
in vehicular communications; TU Dresden is developing a cognitive radio demonstration at mm-wave frequencies; and Chalmers
University of Technology has started a five-year research centre
on mm-wave technologies named ChaseOn.
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internet of things

Land of the
LoRa cloud
New Zealand’s Spark is fast-tracking the build of a long-range IoT network
to meet strong customer demand.

Cameron Harris (left) of Beacon Marine
Electronics and John McDermott (right) of
BoatSecure, a new venture that uses Spark’s
LoRa network technology to enable boat
owners to monitor their vessels in real time.

S

park is building a long-range network to enable the
Internet of Things (IoT) in New Zealand’s most populated
urban centres, switching on sites in Christchurch, Wellington, Hamilton and Auckland in time for the New Year.
The telco has been testing the technology with
partners from a range of industries, from agriculture through to
marine, and is seeing strong demand for the network as a result.
Resource monitoring company Levno is working with Spark to have
coverage extended into rural areas as well.
Spark has begun building a long-range (LoRa) IoT network to cover
around 70% of the population by the middle of the 2018 calendar
year. Sites in Christchurch, Wellington, Hamilton and Auckland were
switched on in the lead-up to Christmas. A further 16 cities will be
connected early in 2018.
The network will enable businesses and local councils to connect to facilities such as waterways, traffic lights and machinery.
Information from these real-world objects will provide real-time
insight into the infrastructure on which New Zealand cities run. In
turn, this will help local councils and asset-heavy organisations run
better, with lower costs.
“The ways we’ll be able to use this new network are huge — it
will change how our cities and businesses operate,” said Spark
GM IoT Solutions Michael Stribling.
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“We can put sensors on vehicles and equipment so we know
where they are and how they’re being used. Sensors will be able
to tell our councils when to carry out maintenance. There are
so many examples of how it will help us manage assets better.”
In addition to the country’s urban centres, Spark plans to
extend the network to rural parts of the Waikato, Manawatu and
Canterbury in the 2018 calendar year. To deliver this, Spark is
working with Levno, which plans to use the network to provide
fuel tank, grain silo and milk vat monitoring services to farmers.
This will enable farmers to react quickly to issues and increase
the efficiency of their operations.
Spark’s national LoRa network is being built by specialist network provider and IoT rollout expert Kordia. It will suit
low-power, low-data uses, complementing the high-power LTE
network (LTE Cat-M1) that Spark began trialling in December.
By 2020, Spark’s IoT networks will cover around 80% of New
Zealand’s population.

Tried and tested
Spark has been trialling LoRa network technology for the past year,
and now has over 30 operational sites across Auckland, Waikato,
Christchurch and Wellington. A number of partners have been
involved in testing use-cases for the technology.
This issue is sponsored by — rohde & schwarz — http://www.rohde-schwarz.com.au
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Spark is building over 100 new LoRa sites in 20 towns.
These sites will consist of a gateway installed, for the most
part, on Spark 4G cell sites.

An example is BoatSecure, a boat monitoring system developed
by IoT Ventures and business owner John McDermott. Sensors
on a boat continuously check the boat’s battery, bilge pump,
location and shore power supply. This information travels over
Spark’s LoRa network to an app on the boat owner’s phone.
Cameron Harris of Beacon Marine Electronics has been
using the system since August 2017.
“There was an instance when a storm hit, and I was able
to see that a boat connected with BoatSecure had lost shore
power during the night, hours before I would normally find
out,” said Harris.
Farmers from the Matamata-Piako region and South Island
have also been trialling the network for the past year as part
of the Connecting Farms project. Data sent from sensors across
the farm has helped inform important decisions, such as when
to irrigate, spray or harvest.
To deliver the LoRa network, Spark is partnering with Actility
for its ThingPark Wireless platform. The Actility platform will
enable customers to monitor, control and capture information
from their IoT devices in a simple and secure way. Spark is
also partnering with Kordia to deliver the physical network
build and maintain it once it’s launched. Kerlink is supplying
the box and antenna gateways. The Connecting Farms pilot is
This issue is sponsored by — rohde & schwarz — http://www.rohde-schwarz.com.au

a joint initiative from Spark, NIWA, Farmlands and Ballance
Agri-Nutrients.

Broader IoT plans
Spark has committed to the two new network technologies, LoRa
and M1. In December it began trialling M1 ahead of a launch
planned for early next year.
Spark is also monitoring the global progress of a second LTE
IoT network type, Narrow Band (NB-IoT). Like M1, it will run over
Spark’s licensed spectrum and extensive wireless network. Spark
will invest in a Narrow Band network when the use cases and
ecosystem become more mature.
Spark has also partnered with leading global platform providers to enable New Zealand companies to seamlessly connect to
its networks.
“There will be so many different uses of IoT, so we’re seeking to provide the broadest set of IoT options to customers,”
said Stribling.
“To do this, we’re making sure New Zealand has access to a
range of world-class networks and management platforms. We’re
also continuing to take advantage of the data analytics power of
Qrious, to help make sense of all the information coming our
way as our environment begins talking to us.”
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Radio relief

An early warning and
emergency HF system is
keeping Tuvalu’s low-lying
islands safe.

Island
installation

T

he government of Tuvalu has recently upgraded the
country’s HF communications system as part of the
National Adaptation Program of Action (NAPA). Tuvalu
is no higher than three metres above sea level, making
it susceptible to storm surges and natural disasters.
The early warning and emergency communications project was
designed and implemented to improve the response to climaterelated events by providing continuous communications with the
outer islands. The communication systems are intended to be
independent of existing public services and are required to be
available at all times. A satellite-based alarm system and HF radio
were proposed to accomplish this.
HF has been used in Tuvalu for many years; however, the infrastructure had deteriorated and became inoperable.
Following a competitive tender process, Barrett Communications
was selected to supply the new equipment, which includes 2050
HF transceivers and 2020 email, data and fax systems. A combination of antennas were selected, as some islands had limited
land for installation.
The entire system is powered by solar, with adequate reserve
capacity to ensure reliable 24-hour operations to all sites.
On the main island of Funafuti, HF installations were provided
at the Meteorological Office, Police Station, Telecom Exchange,
NAPA Project Office and Fisheries Headquarters, as well as on
the project’s water vessel.
Images courtesy Barrett Communications.

Each outer island has an HF system installed at the Meteorological Office, or at the local Telecom Office when there is no
Meteorological Office.
“HF radiocommunications is seeing a resurgence due to its
reliability and its independence of infrastructure, making it perfect
for early warning and emergency communications following natural
or man-made disasters,” said Barrett Communications Managing
Director Greg O’Neill.
“Systems similar to this are currently being used in other Pacific
islands, islands of the Caribbean, in humanitarian aid activities in
South America and in critical infrastructure projects in the United
States of America.”

Caribbean comms
On the other side of the world, Barrett HF radio systems have
been employed in relief work on the island of Dominica in the
wake of Hurricane Maria.
First responders from St Vincent and the Grenadines travelled
to Dominica to re-establish communications in the community of
Wesley and to provide medical support to the community. The team
of six included three medical staff, an emergency communications
specialist and two radio operators.
The team travelled with two Barrett 2090 HF manpack transceivers and a Barrett tactical broadband antenna which was connected
to existing HF ham transceivers. The HF network was established
and used to coordinate the arrival of medical and food supplies,
and to relay messages to other stations in Dominica where propagation was poor.
“We were able to quickly establish reliable communications both
within Dominica and to other islands to support the recovery work,”
Donald de Riggs, the emergency communications specialist, said.
“The tactical broadband antenna worked flawlessly, without a
tuner, across the entire HF spectrum — a perfect match for any
HF radio.”
The team also assisted the local FM radio station get back on
the air to provide locals with information about the distribution of
water and food, as well as general weather updates.
Barrett Communications
www.barrettcommunications.com.au
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Backhaul

Spectrum

Take a trip down memory lane as we look at what
was happening in the comms sector of yesteryear.

IoT will help businesses find their edge

25 YEARS AGO. The
cover of the April/May
1993 issue of What’s New
in Radio Communications
featured the news that a
five-year contract for the
installation and operation
of a trunked mobile
radio network for NSW
government agencies
had been awarded to Telecom and Motorola.
The chosen technology (Motorola SmartZone
Digital Trunking Network) would enable the
replacement of 30 existing networks and their
200 base stations, with a single network needing
fewer than 40 base stations covering an area
bounded by Newcastle, Muswellbrook, Orange,
Queanbeyan and Wollongong. Elsewhere in the
magazine, we covered the announcement that
the APCO Project 25 Steering Committee had
voted unanimously to forward the Digital Radio
Technical Standard to the Telecommunications
Industry Association for consideration as an
interim standard. We also had a detailed profile
of OTC Fleetcoms, a land mobile system that
was being progressively introduced around
Australia, using Philips MPT 1327 technology.
And RF Industries was reported to have attained
ISO-9001/AS3901 quality standards for antenna
manufacturing at its NSW and Victorian offices,
the culmination of a two-year effort.
10 YEARS AGO. The
cover of the March/April
2008 issue of Radio
Comms Asia-Pacific
featured the Tait 8100
range of analog portable
radios and the 9100
range of digital portable,
mobile and base station
radios. In accordance
with Tait’s philosophy, all of the gear was made
in New Zealand. Elsewhere in the magazine we
reported on ARCIA opening applications for its
industry accreditation program, the aim of which
was to provide businesses with a benchmark
with which to become recognised providers of
a standardised level of service and business
practice. We also reported on Applied Satellite
Technology winning a contract to provide the WA
Dept. of Environment and Conservation with an
Iridium-based satellite communications system.
And Steve Harrison, GM of ZCG Scalar, opined on
the importance of the benefits of combining the
sourcing of overseas components with overall
manufacturing operations here in Australia.

Last year, when Spark announced it was launching two IoT networks in New Zealand, the
huge potential of these for businesses soon became evident. Companies big and small
across the country reached out, keen to be at the forefront of IoT. For many, this was
the technology they needed to keep better track of their resources, or to start testing
the new product they’d been developing.
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Increasingly, organisations are being presented a range of options through which
to plug into IoT. IDC recently pointed out that New Zealand already has seven LPWAN
networks, creating a ‘criteria conundrum’ for organisations.
While choice is great, in the rush to maximise on IoT we mustn’t compromise longterm opportunities. In this criteria conundrum, there are some things that I believe should
be considered: security, service level agreements, the ease of future upgrades and the
maturity of ecosystems.
By its nature, IoT carries a degree of manageable risk. With all that valuable data
being carried from a range of places to a diverse set of applications, it’s important that
organisations consider the security behind their IoT infrastructure. They also need to
think about the quality of the IoT network — how robust are the systems monitoring it?
What support will there be if something goes wrong?
IoT is still very new. Time will tell which options out there will be most pervasive.
Spark is investing in public IoT networks designed to connect large numbers of devices,
across New Zealand, with a range of use cases. However, rather than tapping into public
networks, some organisations are choosing to deploy their own. There are risks in doing this: there’s the significant, often hidden cost of running a network, along with the
potential to become wedded to technology that might not be best in the future. A public,
standards-based network delivers the benefit of someone else carrying the upgrade and
maintenance responsibility.
That’s why Spark is leveraging the huge investments we’ve made in our 4G network
to deploy a cellular low-power option (LTE Cat-M1) and to prepare for 5G. We also recognise IoT will be more than licensed cellular, so we’re investing in LoRaWAN. These
networks will provide opportunities for very different use cases, along with the network
resiliency, support and security that Spark already has.
These networks also have mature ecosystems — another important consideration for
New Zealand companies wanting to build and trial IoT solutions before exporting them in
the future. The ability for a product to run over a network in another country may not be
there if it’s been developed over a proprietary network misaligned with global network
standards. For LoRaWAN we’ve chosen carrier-grade partners and worked hard with the
LoRa Alliance internationally to agree a standard that operates across the Asia–Pacific
region.
It’s Spark’s vision to help New Zealand businesses find their edge here in New Zealand
and overseas, and connected technologies play a big role in bridging the geographical
barriers we face as a country. It’s critical for us that the IoT networks we provide enable
New Zealand businesses to reach the world.
Like any product, there are a range of options out there. But when IoT data is as
sensitive and business critical as most of it is turning out to be, what might seem like
a small compromise now could bring with it a big penalty later on.

Michael Stribling is Spark’s General Manager IoT, responsible
for identifying and building new business models in the Internet
of Things. He is also a member of the Executive Council for
the New Zealand IoT alliance. Catch his plenary address at
Comms Connect Auckland on 3 May.
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